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EMPIRICISM MD ETHICAL THEORY: WITH EMPHASIS ON HUME 

I. Introduction. 

The publication of Locke's Essay Concerning Human Understanding 

in 1690, answered the demands of those who, remembering Bacon and in¬ 

fluenced by seventeenth century science, were searching for a systematic 

treatment of the facts of life as obtained from sense experience. Car¬ 

tesian axioms and universal formulae were not sufficiently determinant 

for practical application in ethics or epistemology. The way opened by 

Locke for systematic philosophy based on experience, indicated several 

possible directions for further development, Locke did not develop an 

explicit theory of ethics, and certain of his ppinions in that field 

were unwarranted t>y the empiricism which pervades the ethics of his 

followers. 

In France, where Voltaire had introduced the empiricist ideas, 

materialistic and sensualistie implications of Locke's work tocfcfirm 

root. La Mettrie's L'Homme Machine in 1748, and Condillac's Traité 

des Sensations in 1754, were followed lay Helvétius* De l'esnrit in 

1758, which interprets social philosophy from a sensualistie and hedon¬ 

istic point of view. Baron d'Holbach's Système de la Nature in 1770, 

carried materialism to atheistic conclusions not found even in Hobbes. 

In England, the development of Locke found a twofold expression. 

Bishop Berkeley, disposing of Locke's theory of primary qualities, 

emphasizing the ultimate reality of mental perception and subjective 

experience, and demanding a recognition of an active divine mind above 

all else, carried Lockian empiricism to the extreme pole from the French 

materialists* David Hume (1711-1776), dealing with minds as Berkeley 
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had with substances, involved Locke’s philosophy in thorough-going scepti¬ 

cal conclusions. 

Although we may correctly apply the term scepticism to Hume’s phil¬ 

osophy, it does not express the ultimate purpose which he demanded as 

his philosophical ideal. His theory of knowledge led to sceptical con¬ 

clusions which he was not seeking, but which he could not logically 
/ 

avoid. His analysis of the ways of knowing carefully limited the ability 

jjf the human understanding to judge with certainty the nature of its im¬ 

pressions and ideas; but it did not lead Hume to disregard the possibility 

of determining the fullest capacities of human nature according to his 

sceptical theories. He believed his epistemology had stripped human 

thought of many of its traditional and revered methods; but rather than 

assume an attitude of the victor with his spoils, he undertook the labor 

of the vanquished who returns to reconstruct his citadel against future 

onslaughts. 

Our problem, to analyze Hume’s ethics, is not primarily concerned 

with a criticism of his theory of knowledge. We may treat Book I of the 

Treatise, as well as the Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, as 

prologues to an ethical theory which sought a full positive development 

in logical coordination with its epistemological and psychological 

foundations. Unless we make a retrospective and indirect analysis of 

Hume’s ethics in terms critical of his empirical method, we may not speak 

of his moral scepticism, for by itself, it does not exist. Book II of the 

Treatise and the later Dissertation on the Passions, serve among other 

purposes, to counteract many of the sceptical implications of his 

epistemology. By the time the reader is prepared to study the nature 

and origin of moral approbation, he must keep the sceptical strain of 
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thought and its meaning clearly in mind, and he roust realize that Hume 

also, even though he retains the empiricist method, has prepared to have 

his final chapters written in a positive manner, convincing enough to 

dispute demonstrative ethics based purely on theorems derived from reason. 

We shall find Hume's moral philosophy limited to a description of human 

nature based on empiricist method, because he was unable to maintain 1 

faith in eternal and rational principles of action. ^ 

To expound Hume's ethics as a system complete in itself, is not as 

significant as to view him in his proper relation to eighteenth century 

British morals. Nor is it necessary to demand for him a place in the 

general scope of ethical thought, but rather to recognize more clearly 

what that place may be. The definite alternatives are not many, but in 

Hume it is hard to distinguish the predominant theme, and the final con¬ 

clusion requires close attention not only to Hume himself but to those 

whose ideas influenced the development of his philosophy. 

Hume was not the prophet of a new philosophy either in his epistemology 

or in his ethics. The one was a final but sceptical development from 

Locke; the other was the application of his own method to human nature. 

He was not an eclectic in the sense of being uncreative, nor was he one 

to cover his theories with decorations which might obviate the arduous 

necessity of being thorough. If we may censure him at all in this respect, 

we look to the later essays, but even here Hume had in mind the intricate 

maze 6f the Treatise, the very complexity of which makes it possible for 

us to understand him more fully. But the basis of Hume's ethics is not all 

to be found in what we have'termed the’prologues’'. All that had been 

done in British ethics since the time of Hobbes finds its way into Hume's 

moral philosophy: sometimes criticized, again modified to suit his purposes 
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and to stimulate the original development of his own ideas, always to 

enrich the content of his work. In consideration of this, we may come 

to understand why he has not been uniformly interpreted by any single 

school of thought. Both the moral sentiment theory of Adam Smith, and 

the utilitarianism of Bentham and Mill, find embryonic development in 

Hume.^ Further than this, commentators of the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries are lay no means agreed as to the final position which Hume 

held, and a shift in emphasis has placed him with the moral sense 

philosophers on the one hand, or the utilitarians on the other.^ 

A distinction between these two schools has been admirably noted 

by Edna Aston Shearer, who sayss "Utilitarianism, according to Gay, 

gives and empiristic account of the moral sense and of benevolencej it 

derives both the moral sense and benevolence from an original desire 

for one*s Own pleasure. The moral sense theory gives a nativistic 

account of benevolence and of the moral sense$ it maintains that both 

* 

benevolence and a moral sense are original elements of human nature." 

We may well keep this distinction in mind as we treat further of Hume. 

Because we shall have reason to allude continually to those theories 

with which Hume was familiar, it seems necessary to take some account 

of them before examining Hume himself* A certain amount of historical 

detail may be set aside in order to establish clearly ideas which were 

of importance to Hume, as we consider more generally the schools of 

thought which served to stimulate and broaden his work. 

II. Locke and the Empirical-Rationalistic Predicament. 

It is only natural that the first name which draws our attention 

is that of John Locke (1632-1704). Despite the direct philosophical 

connection between him and Hume, on ethical opinions the two men were 
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not agreed.! Transcending his empiricist tendencies, Locke found two 

branches of science which might hope for certain knowledge from pure, 

abstract reasonings the one was mathematics, the other morals. We shall 

see, however, that by implication at least, he does not always maintain 

the latter position. 

Unlike Hume, whose Treatise was "an attempt to introduce the cexperi¬ 

mental method of reasoning into moral subjects,"^- Locke did not develop 

a system of ethics in terms of his empiricist method. His Essay was not 

an introductory system to examining the moral nature of man, but as he 

points out, "to inquire into the original, certainty, and extent of human 

knowledge; together with the grounds and degrees of belief, opinion, and 

assent." As he discerned the origin and nature of ideas, and the ways 

in which the understanding works, he also referred to morality and its 

principles. From this account, together with his minor essays, we may 

shape a statement of his moral philosophy. 

Locke's ethics, even apart from its incompatibility with strictly 

empiricist philosophy, is of a dual nature. On the one hand, he is under 

the influence of sixteenth and seventeenth century notions regarding the 

laws of nature, and theistical convictions determine his definitions of 

moral law in terms of "conformity or disagreement of our voluntary actions 

to some law whereby good,or evil is drawn on us by the will and power of 

the law-maker...."0 "The idea of a Supreme Being, infinite in power, 

goodness and wisdom, whose workmanship we are, and on whom we depend; and 

the idea of ourselves, as understanding natural beings: being such as are 

clear in us, would, I suppose, if duly considered and pursued, afford such 

foundations of our duty and rules of action as might place morality among 

the sciences capable of demonstration; wherein I doubt not but from 
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self-evident propositions, by necessary consequences as incontestible- as 

those in mathematics, the measures of right and wrong might be made out 

to anyone that will apply himself with the same indifferency to the one 

as to the other....Locke did not perform this work for us, and we shall 

note clearly how far Hume deviated from such ideas. 

On the other hand, this theistic-rationalistic attitude regarding 

demonstrable ethics, while probably to be taken as Locke’s final word, 

is tempered by him in terms of a qualified hedonistic outlook which is 

more characteristic of his empiricist method. There is also an occasional 

tendency to view man as a responsible moral agent, whose choices are not 

determined by an ulterior power? but who chooses, perhaps in view of 

his own convictions, certainly with a regard for future rewards and 

punishments, and generally with an eye for present pleasure and pain. 

Locke is not consistent regarding any one of these alternatives. 

The will, determined by desire for happiness, which is calculated in 

terms of pleasure and pain, leads men to action. "Moral actions are 

only those that depend upon the choice of an understanding and free agent. 

And an understanding free agent naturally follows that which causes 

pleasure to it and flies that which causes pain; i. e. naturally 

seeks happiness and shuns misery."® But he also asserts that "several 

moral rules may receive from mankind a very general approbation, 

without either knowing or admitting the true ground of morality? which 

can only be the will of God, who sees men in the dark, has in his hand 

rewards and punishments, and power enough to call to account the proudest 

offender." One may observe here a kind of intuitional sense for 

morality, which is upheld elsewhere by Locke,^ and again the theological 

conclusion is dampened when we are told that a man may "out of interest, 
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as well as conviction, cry up that for sacred, which, if once trampled 

on and profaned, he himself cannot be safe nor secure,"® 

Locke is confronted here with the problem which isr common to 

theories of morals based on rational systems admitting of demonstration. 

Even though it may be possible for human nature to understand and generally 

approve certain practical propositions as carrying high moral content, 

it is not directly evident that a man will always feel inclined to observe 

them, especially if they conflict with his immediate pleasure and satis- " 

faction. The solution of the problem is not met satisfactorily by recourse 

to religious sanctions described as rewards and punishments by a divine 

law-maker. For the empiricist philosopher, this is no solution at all, and 

we may observe Locke offering a different answer based on his description 

of political society. 

The moral philosophy which we may draw from his Essay on Civil 

Government. describes man as deriving civil law by means of reasoning 

according to the law of nature. Locke has elsewhere distinguished natural 

from moral good and evil.® The former is based on the "natural efficiency 

of the thing" to produce pleasure and pain in us. The latter presupposes 

•the recognition of rewards and punishments, which only accompany laws. 

If we keep this distinction in mind, we understand the full implications 

of the following description of man’s transition from a natural to a 

political state. 

In the state of nature, Locke sees each man as an equally good judge 

of his actions as conforming to the law of nature. It is not a blind, 

chaotic state of war as in Hobbes, but a recognition of the inherent 

ability of all men "to order their actions...as they think fit, within 

the bounds of the law of nature," independent of the will of any other man.^ 

Man's reason, in his natural state, enables him to recognize and conform 
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to the law of nature, taking license out of liberty. "The freedom, then, 

of man, and liberty of acting according to his own will, is grounded on 

his haying reason, which is able to instruct him in that law he is to 

govern himself by, and make him know bow far he is left to the freedom of 

his own will.*^ 

On the surface, T.ocke is recognizing only the highest of principles 

in man, but one must keep in mind the fact that Locke is not here giving to 

man's original nature any character of high moral content except the ability 

to recognize an external law, in terms of which he must restrain his egoistic 

tendencies for fear o£ punishment by the law-maker. However, he believes 

that men relinquish this state of nature because it becomes too complex. 

There is a need for practical cooperation based on social-economic comunity. 

Men, having joined together, devise positive laws, authoritative and judicial 

organs of government, because they find it too complicated for each man to 

satisfy his own private demands, and at the same time fulfill his obligations 

to his fellows. So long as the governing authority follows the law of nature 

in its civil policies, so far does it maintain its proper efficiency; and 

sp far are men obliged to obey its dictates. One may well ask at this point, 

why man need be under sanctions of positive law, if by nature he is capable 

of recognizing that primary law of nature itself? We find here, in a 

more subtle form, the problem mentioned above as common to demonstrative 

morals: Why does man, even though he may admit of his capacity to know 

eternal laws, still rely on his desires for immediate profit? The descrip¬ 

tion which Hume gives of the origin of government is not troubled by 

such questions, because he did not recognize any description of human 

nature but the one based on empiricist analysis. 

In a short Essay on Ethics in General.^ as has been mentioned al¬ 

ready, Locke distinguished between natural and moral good in terms of the 
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sanctions of law. For Locke, unless you can show a law with sufficient 

sanctions, you only quibble about morality, and on this point he seems 

to be consistent. In terms of pleasure and pain alone, how could I be 

justified in killing someone who threatened my life, but be denied the 

right to relieve him of his possessions? Laws determine for men the 

difference between living well and living morally. Such laws are not to 

be determined by the conventions of society, merely knowing the right names 

for virtues and vices arbitrarily distinguished by the "common ethics of 

the schools". We should realize, according to Locke, that the end and use 

of morality is to direct our lives in channels of good rather than evil. 

Therefore it is not enough to give definitions of justice or temperance, 

but we must show the "law of a superior that prescribes temperance, to the 

observation or breach of which law there are rewards and punishments 

annexed," else, "the force of morality is lost, and evaporates only into 

words, disputes, and niceties."^ "Truth and keeping of faith belong to 

men as men, and not merely as members of society.From simple ideas, to 

be sure, we come to ideas of liberality, temperance, justice, or any other 

complex idea; but only by relating them to a law, do they become virtues 

or vices. 

Locke's assertion of a kind of intuitional moral sense has already 

been pointed out, and we may now develop this idea somewhat further. 

Earlier in this same essay, (On Ethics In General), we read that morality 

is the concern properly, neither of priest nor lawyer. It ought to be 

n...a secret apprehension of another rule of action which rational creatures 

had a concernment to conform to, besides what either the priests pretended 

was the immediate command of their god,*..or the lawyer told them wast. 

the command of the government."^-® And again: "Were there no human law, 

nor punishment, nor obligation of civil or divine sanctions, there would 
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yet still be such species of actions in the world as justice, temperance, 

fortitude, drunkenness and theft, which would also be thought some of 

them good, some bad; there would be distinct notions of virtues and 

vices; for to each of these names there would belong a complex idea, or 

otherwise, all these and the like words which express moral things in. 

all languages would be empty, insignificant sounds, and all moral dis¬ 

courses would be perfect jargon."*^ 

When Locke indulges in speculations of this kind, it is not impossible 

to find parallels in Hume’s ethics. Arguing against a purely sceptical 

point of view based on self-love, Hume finds in the human mind something 

of this same inherent sense of right. Hume ultimately explains it in 

terms of sympathy, just as Locke would have given an empiriitic account; 

but none the less, "had nature made no such distinction, founded on the 

original constitution of the mind, the words, honourable and shameful, 

lovely and odious, noble and despicable, had never had place in any 

language; nor could politicians, had they invented these terms, ever have 

been able to render them intelligible, or make them convey any idea to 

the audience. So that nothing can be more superficial than this paradox 

of the sceptics; and it were well, if in the abstruser studies of logic 

and metaphysics we could as easily obviate the cavils of that sect, as 

in the practical and more intelligible sciences of politics and morals."^® 

In the historical development of ethics, Locke is to be classed with 

those who determine the essence of morality hedonistically from sensation, 

We hold this view in spite of the fact that he asserts the possible 

existence of eternal niatlons, for his theory of knowledge admits of no 

such developments. If we take account of his opinions alone, he perhaps 

belongs to the same school as Samuel Clarke, but one may not overlook the 
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hedonist ic and utilitarian elements that have been pointed out above. 

These latter ideas are most truly representative of his empiricist phil¬ 

osophy. Even though he did not formulate a hedonistic system of ethics, 

any more than a demonstrative one based on reason, the influence of his 

empiricism in the minds of eighteenth century philosophers emphasized 

the sensualist ic view of morality. 

There are certain conflicting elements in Locke's philosophy which 

may account in part for his undetermined position in ethics. In the first 

place, while Locke would have denied an assertion of morality derived 

solely from sensation, his belief that all ideas are derived from either 

sensation or reflection "irresistibly fastens upon us the ethical tenet, 

that right ardwrong are some modifications or other of bodily good or 

ill, that is, bodily pleasure and pain."-*- ® Locke, in this sense, occupies 

a pivot position in moral philosophy: he at once points to new develop¬ 

ments in the empirical school, and retains in his own thought opinions 

of a theological and rationalistic character which were disregarded by 

those who applied his philosophy systematically to ethics.20 Again, 

Lockefe arguments against innate practical principles,by which he 

describes varied and often degrading instances of moral corruption, 

show human nature, unguided by knowledge of the moral law, as lacking 

an original and natural tendency and power to realize the moral ideal. 

Tf we consider these instances to be examples in human nature, of know¬ 

ledge through ideas in the Lockian sense, it is evident why certain of 

his followers found his ethics degrading to human nature. In the 

third place, we may point out the unequal meaning which Locke's terms 

"sensation" and "reflection" carry. Depending on the temperament of 

him who reads Locke, the emphasis place on the one or the other of 
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these terms implies the final view held of Locke as a moralist. If we 

give to reflection only the meaning which Lockefs empiricism warrants, 

namely: "the perception of the operations of our own mind within us, 

as it is employed about the ideas it has gotand give it Locke's 

name, "internal sense"} then there is little authority to warrant Locke's 

assertion of a possible demonstrable theory of ethics which could stand 

securely alongside his empiricist philosophy. 

After Locke, the progressive development of moral philesopby in 

England was based on an analysis of human nature, without recourse to 

fundamental principles for explaining morality in terms of a system of 

universal law. There were those, however, who tried, to retain the old 

principles and reassert the idea of an eternal and immutable system of 

moral relations which man might know in terms of reason. Samuel Clarke 

(1675-1729), at once a theologian and promoter of Newton’s physical philo¬ 

sophy, and acquainted with Locke's empiricism, reverted to the method 

of Cudworth, to assert an absolute and eternally existing system of right 

and wrong which admits of being known by moral relations analogous to 

those of the physical world. Man does not make his ora laws by reasoning 

on the law of nature, as Locke had held} but with God, roan and all things 

in the universe are under certain fit and proper relations. God, infinitely 

wise, is for that reason infinitely good. Man, ruled in part by his 

paSsions, limited by his finite rational capacities, is liable to error, 

and must in the end have faith in God as his religious and so his moral 

guide. His duty should be clear to him from purely rational observations, 

but as Sidgwick points out: although we grant it absurd to be evil, man 

will often be evil before he will be unhappy.^5 

This description of human nature as requiring divine sanctions'to 
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overcome the inherent evil due to passions of self-interest, is one force 

in the development of moral sense ethics based on benevolence. The 

further assertion that the morality of man's actions depends on his 

knowledge of eternal moral relation^, together with the egoistic 

description, is the source of Hume's polemic against all rationalistic 

theories. We will find him refuting Clarke from an epistemological 

point of view based on the impossibility of man's ever knowing relations 

at all, but more emphatic is his denial of reason as an activating force, 

so that even though we might discover the relations, there would still 

be no reason to believe that man’s actions would conform to the principles 

of his new knowledge. 

III. The Implications of the Moral Sense Philosophy. 

For systematic convenience, we might list three important trends 

in English moral philosophy before Hume. First, is that of egoistic 

hedonism, indirectly implied by the empiricism of John Locke, even 

though he himself declared to the contrary. Second, is the school of 

Clarke and the rationalists, for whom morality was determined by reason 

and divine law. Third, there were men whose common aim of confuting 

both inherent egoism and ultimate reliance on theology, joins them in 

the moral sense school; it is represented by Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, 

*and Butler. Each of these men worked separately, but each required, 

in order to complete his system, a kind of intuitional or authoritative 

faculty, original to roan. All shared in common a Stoic conception of 

the naturalness of virtue: Shaftesbury asserting it by seeing man and 

the universe properly ordered as one; Sutler by reference to man's 

constitution as aahierarcy of motivating elements; Hutcheson, influenced 

by both the others, by positing virtuous character as the object of moral 
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approval, and also as directing man's actions to general public happiness. 

In their philosophy, there is a progressive development of the idea 

of an inner sense, peculiar to man, which acts as the source of morality. 

Perhaps the first note of this kind is found in Henry More's Enchiridion 

Ethicuro. where the Boniforro Faculty is viewed as a sort of Lord High 

Deputy to reason and will: at once the supreme judge of, and obligation 

to moral action. In Shaftesbury, this inner faculty was merely a kind 

of refined aesthetic taste} in Hutcheson, it is the moral sense; in 

Butler, it is conscience. We shall see in Hume the influence of each. 

For Locke, even as an empiricist, moral obligation had come, not | 

from within, but from without. "Moral good and evil is only $he con- 1 

formity or disagreement of our voluntary actions to some law whereby good | 

or evil is drawn on us by the will of the law-maker."^- Clarke had advanced 

the necessity of religious faith in a god whose nature was good and just 

in accordance with good and evil relations "antecedent to all laws".^ 

He wanted to describe a wholly intelligible world where will would be 

identical with reason, and non-rational desire a kind of original sin.® 

At this point we may also recall the theory of Hobbes, which declared,that 

m0rality existed only through the institution of political society and 

civil laws. To avoid the theological points of view of Locke and Clarke; 

to discount the degrading implications of Hobbes* secular ethics, as 

well as the more insinuating ideas of Locke on this pointShaftesbury 

(1671-1715) would describe ethics as independent of either theology or 

statecraft, though in possible accordance with both. For him, a virtue 

^at needs reward is not worth rewarding.® 

Shaftesbury begins with the Individual as a member of society. 

He assures us: "Every creature has a private good and interest of his 
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own, which nature has compèlled him to seek,..."® Also, there is a 

right and a wrong state of every creature, and only through benevolence 

can man realize his right state, which is really as a part of a whole 

system. This right state "is by nature forwarded and by himself 

affectionately sought.""^ Such a system, for Shaftesbury, implied an 

ideal of harmony throughout man’s relations to the universe, itself 

harmoniously ordered. Sense perception thus becomes aesthetic in essence 

as this harmony is recognized. It would be difficult for Shaftesbury to 

draw the line between knowledge of morality, and the feeling of righteous¬ 

ness. Practical truths may be shown as identical with the facts described 

from an examination of human nature, and the inference is one of optimistic 

belief that whatever is, is right. 

That man is virtuous whose passions and affections are naturally 

tempered to advance the public good. But more than this, the individual 

rmust be capable of reflecting on his actions, and recognizing in himself 

what he can easily perceive in the outer world. "So that if a creature 

be generous, kind,...yet if he cannot reflect on what he himself does,... 

so as to take notice of what is worthy or honest,...he has not the character 

of being virtuous."® The end of virtue becomes the functioning of roan 

to attain unto the perfection which he is aesthetically aware of in the 

universe. 

Shaftesbury, in summary, teaches this: that the universe is a 

system wherein all is as it should be. fen, by the.original, benevolent 

constitution of his nature, will conform, but also man has the power 

to realize what he is doing, to recognize the source of all the joy and 

goodness which it is natural for him to approve. He becomes one whose 

heart and mind agree, where the highest personal good is disinterested 

coordination of private and public satisfaction for the good of the whole. 
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"...The operation of the moral sense, when uncorrupted, is conceived by 

Shaftesbury to be always in harmony with rational judgment as to what is 

or is not conducive to the good of the human species, though it does 

not necessarily involve the explicit formation of such a judgment; and he 

holds that ’no speculative opinion is capable immediately and directly 

g 
to destroy it'," Shaftesbury portrays the moral man as characterized 

i 

by fine taste, his passions excited only at the proper time and by the 

proper objects in balanced proportion, his sense of beauty, and design, 

and right, reflected in his own character. He escapes hedonistic im¬ 

plications by asserting that moral approval confirms the inner motives 

of man’s affections, not their results in actions for the public good. 

It is a theory which, without the more critical and positive examination 

of Hutcheson, would concern us little in speaking of Hume’s ethics. 

The optimism of Shaftesbury did not carry the force of a great 

analytical mind, nor did he always argue in the philosophical vein. 

To certain contemporary critics he was a "free-thinker" and atheist. 

Berkeley considered it necessary to refute him along with Mandeville,*0 

and accordingly described him as one of those who "without one grain of re¬ 

ligion, are men of the nicest honour, and therefore men of virtue because 

men of honour. Honour is a noble unpolluted source of virtue, without 

the least mixture of fear, interest or superstition. It hath all the 

advantages without the evils which attend religion."-^ 

Berkeley could not hold with Shaftesbury in seeing no need for divine 

sanctions. He described Shaftesbury as believing "man’s first thoughts 

and natural notions are the best in moral matters. And there is no need 

that mankind should be preached, or reasoned, or frightened into virtue, 

a thing so natural and congenial to every human soul."^ For Berkeley, 
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"mere virtuous feeling", the moral sense, vas too sublime for man.^ 

There must be a reason based on God’s law* Only by faith and belief 

in God may men realize the true utility and wisdom of following a vir¬ 

tuous paths and it must be pointed out that for Berkeley "faith and 

belief" mean concern for divine sanctions. 

More analytical attention to the psychological aspect of human 

emotions is given by Francis Hutcheson (1694-1747). In 1725 he published 

an Inquiry into Beauty and Virtue which served to systematize and restate 

the ideas of Shaftesbury. During the next ten years, Hutcheson's views 

were modified, especially with the publication of Butler's Sermons (1726), 

and various works of criticism from both theologians and egoists. By 

1758, Hutcheson had published a fourth edition of the Inquiry and com¬ 

pleted his System of Moral Philosophy. Here we have an optimism equal 

to that of Shaftesbury, but there is more systematic development of ideas 

leading to the assertion of a principle in man which should be an un¬ 

failing guide to right action. Hutcheson's emphasis is more on the 

practical than on the aesthetic side of main's nature, and for him feeling 

is "sense* in the Lockian conception, not immediate knowledge. Moral 

character is more than beautiful or harmonious actions the sense of beauty 

is distinct from the moral sense. Shaftesbury has been described as 

"the first moralist who distinctly takes psychological experience as the 

basis of his ethics,"^ but we look to Hutcheson for the fullest development 

of this method in terms of a moral sens« doctrine. 

On the first page of his System of Moral Philosophy. Hutcheson 

tells usi "the intention of moral philosophy is to direct men to that 

course of action which tends most effectively to promote their greatest 

happiness and perfection; as far as it can be done by observations and 

conclusions discoverable from the constitution of nature, without any 
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aids of supernatural relations these maxims, or rules of conduct are 

therefore reputed as laws of nature, and the system or collection of them 

is called the Law of Nature," This demand for general happiness, leads 

Hutcheson to agree with Shaftesbury in identifying virtue with universal 

benevolence, and it also places him as an historical forerunner fif the 

utilitarians.^8 His assertion of moral laws as a system was derived from 

Locke, and it gives his philosophy a different metaphysical basis from 

■t^e presupposed pantheism of Shaftesbury, While he never loses sight 

of either the greatest happiness principle or the üea of universal benevo¬ 

lence, he develops further his own view of human nature in terms of its 

passions, affections, and will: and this is our chief interest in him. 

The moral sense is a psychological characteristic of men, and around this 

Hutcheson develops his ethics. 

In the Lockian manner, he asserts that from birth there is a gradual 

development of the senses and consciousness which introduces to the mind 

1 g 
all its material for knowledge. Mental association of perceptions 

explain judging and understanding. Desire arises when by sensation or 

judgment an object is presented which promises pleasure : thus we get 

the will. So far his pages might be those of a Lockian empiricist, but 

the further development shows concentration on acts of the will to explain 

morals, and so he, like Shaftesbury, has parted company with sensualistic 

17 
ethics determined merely by association of ideas. The moral purpose 

of the affections may be examined without reference to any transcendent 

system of right and wrong relations, or recourse to bodily sensations 

of pain and pleasure. 

In the mature man, there appear certain finer powers of perception of 

beauty, harmony, fellow-feeling, which extend over all the affections. 

The highest of such perceptions is that by which men "receive the moral 
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notions of actions and characters."*® Hutcheson asserts, but does not 

prove, that this ability is found in all men, regardless of cultural 

refinement, and that it does not depend at all on any external criterion. 

The understanding judges of means and subordinate ends, but there is an 

"immediate disposition" in the soul prior to all reasoning. This, in 

essence is the moral sense. By definition, it is one of five classes 

of "senses": External senses, Pleasures of Imagination, Public Sense, 

Moral Sense, and Sense of Honor. We are conscious of the moral sense and 

its controlling supremacy. Its primary objects are affections of the.; 

will, and approval here leads to general happiness: benevolence becomes 

the keynote of morality. The moral sense is ordering, calm, stable. It 

is more than just a natural urge to benevolence as in Shaftesbury: "It 

recommends the generous part by an immediate undefinable perception."*® 

It is not that we do not admire motives, actions, external standards, as 

good and moral in their own right} but our moral approbation of these is 

almost unconscious, always infallible. "*Tis our reason which presents a 

false notion or species to the moral faculty. The fault or error is in 

the opinion or understanding, and not in the moral sense."^® 

Optimism here has outrun its bounds just as in Shaftesbury. The 

moral sense is given as the ordering element} it points out the course of 

life considering our true interest, which somehow "must be the very same 

which the generous calm determination (a Humian phrase) would recommend, 

a constant study to promote the most universal happiness in our power 

by doing *11 good offices as we have opportunity which interfere with 

no more extensive interest of the system,This leads to justice, 

temperance, fortitude, prudence. Further, be tells us that actions are 

right or wrong if leading to general good: utility is a by-product 

of morality, not a standard to which we conform our wills. Although 
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the moral sense approves what is for the greatest happiness of all, 

its sentence is of a subtle internal nature: "This moral sense, either 

of our own actions/ or those of others, has this in common with our 

other senses, that however our Desire of Virtue may be counterbalanced 

by Interest, our Sentiment or Perception of its Beauty cannotj as it 

certainly might be, if the only ground of our Approbation were Views of 

Advantage."22 

How we come by the criterion for viewing objects as proper and good 

is no further explained. It seems that Hutcheson would not place too 

much faith here in reason, and so he roust assert, even in the face of 

facts, that in the end all men by nature are immediately aware of their 

own and other's good. This is the limitation of the moral sense ethics, 

and it requires a change of method to progress further.^5 

The progressive contribution of the moral sense doctrine to eighteenth 

century ethics was twofold. It answered the demand for a living system 

which referred the attainment of moral character to man without recourse 

to supernatural law or superhuman capacities. It also denied that man is 

operative tinder physical laws which assert bodily pain and pleasure as 

the only springs of action, whereupon the term morality becomes only a 

symbol without a true meaning of its own. 

Among others, we may take special interest in two alternatives which 

are in great part built on the moral sense school. The one in Hume, 

where the fundamental principles of moral approval, arising from the 

senses, finds expression, not in terms of any original faculty, but as a 

scientific explanation of how the passions and affections reveal a certain 

positive character in determining a roan's moral actions. The other is 

found in Butler, who in opposition to the Egoists and Rationalists, and 

in modification of Hutcheson and Shaftesbury, regards the moral sense as 
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an element in human nature which carries a distinct motivating force, 

and authority for right action. 

In the moral philosophy of Joseph Butler (1692-1752), eighteenth 

century ethics reached one of its richest developments. On the one hand, 

he followed the method of the moral sense school, in paying attention 

to the inner nature of man as characterized hy an examination of the 

original and natural faculties of human nature. He did not accept the 

idea that man's actions and volitions are merely the result of bodily 

sensations impressed from without, nor did he, even though the natures 

of God's relation to man receives positive attention in his system, 

accept the notion of an eternal and immutable system of moral relations 

after the manner of Clarke and Cudworth. On the other hand, he arrived 

at more practical conclusions than Shaftesbury or Hutcheson by a more 

comprehensive analysis of the passions and affections which at once 

excluded the necessity for the too optimistic conclusions of the moral 

sense school, and opened the way for his own doctrine of the supremacy 

of conscience. * 

There is in Butler the recognition that all is not as welliin this 

world as the moral sense philosophers would maintain; and that man has 

need of, (but also has) a real guiding power, which enables him to 

attain unto the fullest fruition of his nature. Butler resists the 

hedonistic view of virtue for the same reason that the moral sense phil¬ 

osophers had done sot as in Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, he asserts moral 

approval to occur in pleasurable situations, but not because of the bodily 

sensations of pleasure. One reason for this is a classic strain in him 

by which he draws a line between those actions and qualities in men which 

are moral and those which are only expedient. 

Butler asks the question, "What is the purpose which the constitution 
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of man's nature seems designed to fill?" He answers: "It is adapted to 

virtue." As we follow in outline the reasoning which led to this con¬ 

clusion, we shall see the influences and modifications noted above in 

relation to the moral sense school; and also, as he examines the passions, 

certain ideas which are similar to conclusions reached by Hume. Butler 

declines to speculate as to an ultimate, eternal standard of morality. 

Cudworth may be right, but "these fine speculations are a thought too 

OC 
subtle for common use." However, he takes it for proved that there is 

an intelligent Author of nature and Natural Governor of the world." 

Then he turns to the examination of human nature and finds that conscience 
4 

is apparent by an appeal to common sense, and is vindicated on the ground 

that it is the voice of God in man.^ He is aware of the finite limitations 

cf the human mind to comprehend the designs of God, and he adopts the 

a posteriori method in his further exposition. If, as the Stoics held, 

virtue were only "to follow nature", and everyone could believe and 

understand it, there would be no need for further explanation. But while 

it is true, according to Butler, it yet requires explaining. 

Man, he finds to manifest a constitution which implies higher and 

lower qualities.^® Therefore, we are to consider the relations of 

the parts, one to another. "It is from considering the relations which the 

several appetites and passions in the inward frame have to each other, 

and above all, the supremacy of reflection or conscience, that we get 

the idea of the system or constitution of human nature."^® When we have 

arrived at this idea, it will appear that our nature is adapted to virtue: 

this is the tendency, whatever the fact, for "every work of art is apt 

SO 
to be out of order." From here Butler proceeds to the most enlightening 

part of his system. 

We are unfair, as well as in error, when we attribute a one-sided 

control of all human actions to such passions as self-love, benevolence 
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desire for power or any other. It is hard to reduce Butler to a system 

here, but we may recognize three divisions of human nature which function 

coôrdinately, and in no one of them does moral approbation rest. In the 

first place, we are to distinguish self-love from all the particular 

passions which are no more than "particular movements towards particular 

31 
external objects." We now recognize, he asserts, "cool or settled 

selfishness," and "passionate or sensual selfishness." The first only is 

self-love — and really disinterested. Whereas passions in general 

are movements to something external, tending to satisfy by acquiring 

their object. "Self-love does not constitute this or that to be our 

interest or good; but our interest or good being constituted by nature 

•zA 
and supposed, self-love only puts us upon obtaining and securing it." 

There is a further consideration here. The pleasure, (as mere sen¬ 

sation) which we pick up from gratified desires, is of course the same 

kind of pleasure which self-love carries: For instance, "if by covetous¬ 

ness is meant the desire and pursuit of riches for their own sake...this 

hath as little to do with self-love as benevolence hath."®® But if we 

pursue riches with our own satisfaction at stake, then we pursue our 

own interest, and so self-love.®^ 

In this manner, any gratification of passion, "benevolence among the 

rest, is subservient to self-love by being the instrument of private mjoy- 

ment."®® Thus he says: "Let it be allowed, though virtue or moral 

rectitude does indeed consist in affection to and pursuit of what is 

right and good, as such; yet, that when we sit down in a cool hour, 

we can neither justify to ourselves this or any other pursuit, ’til), we 

are convinced that it will be for our own happiness, or at least not 

contrary to it."®® The hedonistic implications of this passage are not 

to be seized on as damning the consistency of Butler's thought. Its 
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meaning was more probably intended to emphasize the fact that happiness 

is consistent in every way with virtue, and the proof of conscience 

which will follow shortly indicates the subordinate position which self- 

love takes. In the same way that self-love is related to each particular 

passion, so the third aspect of human nature is related to a view of 

society as a whole. Benevolence defines the manner in which our passions 

are governed with relation to the good of all men. 

This examination of the constitution of human nature in terms of. 

its passions and affections is of the utmost importance to the development 

of eighteenth century ethics. When we come to examine Hume, we will 

find a very similar interpretation of the particular passions and their 

relation to self-love and benevolence,^ It is the merit of such an 

inte t'•Hation that it recognizes in man all possible affections and 

passions, each in its sphere of action, and still leaves open the 

assertion of some guiding principle which regulates and according to 

Butler governs in conformity to moral ideals. In Hume we will find 

this piinciple to be sympathyj in Butler it is conscience. 

By observing to what the world of nature or the physical constitution 

of man is adapted, Butler believes we may determine for what it was 

intended. The same analogy holds for the internal nature of man as well, 

if we are careful to discount peculiarities in the spectator’s temperament 

and the effect of tradition in establishing standards of value; and what 

is more important: to insist "that the highest principle be not forgot 

or excluded, that to which belongs the adjustment and correction of all 

other inward movements and affections."^8 However, man is as fully 

aware of his passions and feelings as he is of his external senses, and 

by careful examination he may arrive at valid conclusions from this fact. 

A man who feels shame', should recognize it as an admonition against 

doing shameful deeds, just as certainly as he believes his eyes are to 
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be used for seeing. Klsas an authoritative faculty that Butler would 

thusderive the existence of conscience: the very method employed is 

meant to leave no doubt as to the nature of moral obligation. 

Butler is then faced with the further questions: those which moral 

sense philosophy had failed to answer, (l) Why should conscience be 

our moral guide; and (2) How may we explain that there are men in whom 

conscience is overruled by passionate interest? In answering these 

questions, Butler is influenced by his conception .of human nature as 

outlined above, ty theological reliance, and also by a Stoical concep¬ 

tion of man living according to nature. 

The second question is disposed of by answering the first. Conscience 

is our moral guide, because under its influence we live according to nature 

■"he distinction between strong passion and consicence is that of unnatural 

power and naturally supreme authority.- In civil governments, men draw 

distinctions between what is possible and what is lawful. Butler believes 

the same distinction is to be made in determining the active principles 

in man’s character. Thus every passion has some influence, but none 

carries with it the manifest judging, directing, governing powers of 

conscience: "Had it strength, as it has right; had it power as it has 

go 
manifest authority, it would absolutely govern the world." Hash 

actions are unnatural because they are really against self-love as seeking 

our own personal happiness.4^ Living according to nature means that man 

is "a law unto himself". It is what St, Paul meant when he said "the 

gentiles do by NATURE the things contained in the law.4*- and hence 

/p 
«paving not the law are a law unto themselves.8 Conscience passes 

judgments naturally without being consulted, and "if not forcibly stopped., 

goes on to anticipate a higher and more effectual sentence, which shall 

hereafter second and affirm its own."4® 
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This tendency to look beyond man to a divine force, is characteristic 

of Butler and necessary for his purposive view of human nature «r "Knowledge 

is not our proper happiness. Whoever will in the least attend to the 

thing will see, that it is the gaining not the having of it, which is the 

entertainment of the mind.*44 This thought is evidence of Butler's seeing 

man as imperfect, searching for ever higher moral realizations, and it 

is also indicative of the Humian attitude to negate reason in favor 

of the passions. 

Butler's sane Bflections on self-love, benevolence, the particular 

passions; his exacting for each its due recognition tinder a higher 

principle of moral propriety, is an outstanding example of what the moral 

sense school needed to be convincing. Whether we hold to Butler's con¬ 

science or not, we must recognize the exactness with which he analyzes 

the influence of all the passions in leading to morality, exalting none 

of them beyond reasonable bounds. 

TV. The Ethics of Sceptical Empiricism. 

It is not easy to be fair and just to eighteenth century psychology 

and descriptions of human nature. Those men who were less daring, or who 

found it impossible to disregard the theological traditions of earlier 

generations, were unable to deal with ethics in terms of a moral self. 

At the same time, men who did cut loose from the old ways of thinking 

ran the risk of unmerited censure from their more pious contemporaries. 

In classing Shaftesbury with Mandeville as an atheist and free-thinker, 

Berkeley shrouded really progressive ideas in an atmosphere of undeserved 

disdain, vainly attempting to hold aloft principles which no longer admitted 

of adequate defense. 

The modern student must also keep in mind that the eighteenth century 
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while it sometimes recognized what we are pleased to call laboratory- 

tactics and the historical sense, was working only in the dim light of 

modern biological and psychological discoveries, and when philosophers 

considered man in terms of many generations, they did not always take 

stifficient account, of the evolution of his social and economic relations, 

and their moral^psychology did not disclose man's soul as the summation 

of its experience do much as an experiencing thing admitting of physical 

description. Locke tells his fabulous tales of the Caribees and 

Tououpinambos to discount innate practical principles, but he could not 

use these examples further, to indicate one stage in the long-time de¬ 

velopment of the human mind in attaining unto higher levels of thinking 

which also would imply no reference to innate ideas. Shaftesbury's 

high-mindedness and demand for complete harmony of man with nature paid 

too little attention to the coordinate development of nature and man, 

and his ethics involves an ideal of social excellence not merited by the 

facts. Hutcheson's account of the moral sense as a naturally present 

power of human Rature, along with the other internal senses, does not 

account for its origin and hence its authority, but really only describes 

it as speculatively probable, Butler's ethics from analogy, was meant 

to be more practical than speculative. His reliance on "the voice of 

God in man" deprived conscience of a part of its significance as being 

a positive human faculty. Thus his immediate importance was in his 

account of the passionsï again quite descriptive. These remarks may 

lead us to keep in mind the available methods of character analysis, and 

so more clearly appreciate the results obtained. 

We have seen the ethics of reason and of sense as they reflect the 

immediate background for a study of Hume's ethics. In the generations 

following Hume, the utilitarian school became predominant in British 

ethics. It found its origin in Cumberland and Gay, and historically in 
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Hutcheson; but it claimed Hume as its immediate stimulus. Also, one weak 

but still remembered theory of moral sentiments, formulated by Adam Smith, 

found its origin in Hume, As we turn to examine Hume's ethics, we must 

keep in mind not only what had gone before but what was to come after; 

and withal try to see Hume as he understood himself. 

Our attitude toward Hume must be one which considers the limits 

of his procedure in philosophical analysis. While he felt that man had 

an origin in nature, a character which could be explained by scientific 

methods, he was also limited by being unable to donceive of this natural 

development beyond the one individual generation. What man is, was 

answered without a fuller knowledge of what he had been, and without the 

modern conception of what he might be. On the other hand, Hume offered 

a lasting alternative in philosophical theory which in spite of these 

particular circumstantial difficulties, renders him necessary to our 

fuller understanding of British ethics. 

Xt has been said that Hume, in his Treatise, did what Shaftesbury 

failed to dos he paid attention to Locke.^ Shaftesbury, as we have seen, 

considered the implications of Locke's empiricism in ethics as deadly 

to any sort of idealistic reasoning, and his description of the moral 

nature of man does not admit of being explained by the Lockian psychology. 

For Hume, however, as for every thorough empiricist, to forego the 

prejudices or opinions of either himself or others was the first 

requisite to success in the study of morals; and we have as a lasting 

example of this attitude, the first- two books of the Treatise, as well 

as their sequels, the Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding, and the 

Dissertation on the Passions. It is necessary that we examine these 

writings, which were written with the intention of clearing away all 

false ideas, before entering into the real discussion of his moral philosophy 
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There is "something keen and subtle in Hume’s development of the system 

on which lie was to base hi3 ethics. One finds alluring statements, which 

on the surface appear to be merely radical observations intended to 

attract the reader’s attention, but with a deeper meaning which may not 

be ignored if one is to understand what follows. In the first book of 

the Treatise we read: "...errors in religion are dangerous? those in 

philosophy only ridiculous."^ "...all reasons are nothing but the effect 

of custom..."^ "...one half of those opinions that prevail among mankind" 

are owing to education, "and that the principles which are thus implicitly 

embraced, over-balance those which are owing either to abstract reasoning 

or experience."^ "’Tis not only in poetry and music, we must follow 

our taste and entiment, but likewise in philosophy." And in the 

Enquiry: "The mutual dependence of men is so great in all societies that 

scarce* any human action is entirely complete in itself, or is performed 

without some reference to the actions of others, which are requisite 

to make it answer fully the intention of the agent."® 

These passages are scarcely intended to convey specific understanding 

of Hume’s philsophy, but they do suggest his characteristic breadth 

of mind and fullness of comprehension. Amidst the exposition of his 

theory of knowledge, they are, in a measure, mediating thoughts, statements 

of the conelusions which he maintians, and anticipations of his further 

inferences. We will be constrained, then, to follow Hume's theoiy of human 

nature in sharp outline, to prepare ourselves for a more detailed analysis 

of his ethics. 

The Sceptical Theory of Knowledge. We have, according to Hume, only the 

power of perception in its broadest connotation. All that we may know 

or think is based on two fundamental principles: (1) The acquiring of im¬ 

pressions (sensations), and thoughts and ideas? and (2) the conjoining of 
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these by the mind according to the principles of relation and associa- j 
« 

tion. Impressions whose qualities are similar in kind, degree, or i 

number, contiguous in time or place, or conjoined as cause and effect, 

give rise to the three primary epistemological relations: Resemblance, 

contiguity, and causality. "Of the three relations above mentioned this 

of causation is the most extensive.""*’ Although contiguity is generally 

essential to causal relations, theie are considerations which demand our 

recgonition of both contiguity and resemblance as separate from causality. 

There are objects, according to Hume, which exist only in the imagination, 

whose qualities we are inclined to conjoin in both time and place in 

our own minds, in order to strengthen the causal relation. But the 

relation should really be perceived as not originally depending on our 

2 
imagination, but only enhanced by it. 

! 
In any reference which we shall make to the acquiring of thoughts and i 

t 

ideas, it is imperative to keep in mind Hume's assertion that no simple 

idea ever enters the mind for which there has been no exactly corresponding 

impression.^ The two principles or activities of the mind, (sensation and 

association), account for both experience and reasoning. Our actions, 

volitions, and emotions are linked among these faculties, and will receive 

further attention when we come to examine the rôle of sentiments and 

passions by which Hume will account for morality in relation to his basic 

system. 

Now the mind may excite in itself any idea it pleases, each of which 

is possible, and necessarily related to its antecedents in the mind. 4 

pyp-ther, every idea that is unique in itself is separable by the imagina¬ 

tion; hence may be separately existent, and so need not imply any other. 

As to the nature of real existence, Hume tells us: "...my intention never 

was to penetrate into the nature of bodies, or explain the secret causes 
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of their operation."® External objects are known only by the perceptions 

they occasion, and we may only conceive of ideas and impressions lay 

sensation or reflection. "Let us chace our imagination to the heavens 

or to the utmost limits of the universe; we never really advance a step 

beyond ourselves, nor can conceive any kind of existence, but those per¬ 

ceptions, which have appeared in that narrow compass. This is the uni- 

g 
verse of the imagination, nor have we any idea but what is here produced."0 

Yet Hume finds certain modifications here which reduce the generality 

of experience to a system. Reasoning consists in comparison of ideas , 

\ 
according to the principles of association, and these adapt themselves 

to association through two phases. For us, the less important are those 

which may change without any flux of the idea or impression. These (re¬ 

semblance, contrariety, degrees in quality and proportions in quality 

and number) alone can be objects èf kbowlèçlge. or certainty. Here is . 

the realm of mathematical science, but not of morals. With relations \ 

of identity, time and place, and causation, man requires his senses, j 

hence his experience, and here enters the sceptiœL elements from ex- 

7 
perience he derives only probable knowledge. 

The most important of these relations to understand, as well as the 

most difficult to explain, is that of cause and effect. It is a con¬ 

cept which looks beyond our senses and informs us of qualities in objects 

which we cannot see or feel,®but by virtue of which mental synthesis 

occurs• The causal-idea is derived in our minds from no impression — 

a serious draw-back in Huroian empiricism. Without the impression, we are 

at a loss, for we may conceive of anything. In the end we are forced ^ 

to rely on repeated experience alone. The causal relation is determined 

^y the constant conjunction of certain objects, as recognized through ' 

particular impressions in the mind, so that we are induced only by 
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experience and subsequent association and conjunction of perceptions in 

the imagination, to assert their necessary connection* In no sense do 

we really understand it as a necessary principle in the world order. It 

is similar to the distinction now made between extrinsic and intrinsic 

relations. Hume would hold that we may observe time and again extrinsic 

relations} but to have an impression or actual experience of the causal 

relations, whereby two bodies, events, ideas, or impressions are connected, 

is beyond the capacities of the human mind. "«Our foregoing method of 

reasoning will easily convince us, thet there can be no demonstrative 

arguments to prove, that those instances, of which we have had no experience, 

resemble those, of which we have bed experience."Let men be once 

fully perswaded of these two principles, That there is nothing in any 

object, consider^ in itself, which can afford us a reason for drawing 

a conclusion beyond it: and. That even after the observation of the frequent 

or constant conjunction of objects, we have no reason to draw any inference 

concerning any object beyond those of which we have had experience:... 

Inference thus becomes merely the effect of custom and habit: "an 

unexperienced reasoner could be no reasoner at all."^ Belief is a 

sentiment, without direct relation to the will. On belief alone depends 

the security of the causal relation,^ and further, an indirect stimulus 

to action through association of ideas. "There is implanted in the human 

mind a perception of pain and pleasure, as the chief spring and moving 

IS 
principle of all its actions," And as belief raises ideas or impressions 

to the force of actuating the soul, we come as near as possible to showing 

how reasoning from causation may effect the will or passions. 

It is apparent, then, that for Bume, knowledge is as certain, as \ 

permanent, as necessary, as minds can afford to believe it, and no more. ' 

n^he necessary connection betwixt causes and effects is the foundation of 
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our inference from one to the other. The foundation of our inference 

is the transition arising from the accustomed union (i.e. conjunction 

^ 14 
of impressions . These are^ therefore, the same.11 "Upon the whole, 

IS 
necessity is something which exists in the mind, not in objectsj..." 

We are to take careful account, therefore, of the nature of human beings 

and their actions; for we must realize that "the great advantage of the 

mathematical sciences above the moral consists in this, that the ideas of 

the former, being sensible i.e. relations without reference beyond 

experience are always clear and determinant, the smallest distinction 

between them is immediately perceptible,...But the finer sentiments of 

the mind, the operations of the understanding, the various agitations 

of the passions, though really in themselves distinct, easily escape us 

when surveyed by reflection; nor is it in our power to recall the original 

object as often as we have the occasion to contemplate it."^ 

Now, since all actions and sensations of the mind are known to us 

by consciousness; since the senses can never reach with assurance beyond 

themselves; since all impressions are internal, separate, distinct, 

perishing existences; since reason cannot convince us of continued existence 

of body or its relations: what foundations for positive logical inference \ 

are left? Hume realizes that he has laid bare the racks and framework 

of knowledge, depriving himself of the common methods of reasoning, and 

he turns to an examination of the passions in order to find positive evi¬ 

dence in human emotions for his moral philosophy. 

The Psychological Basis for Hume's Ethics. In the light of what we have 

found so far, we may take a critical view of what is to come. Since 

Hume cannot find reason to assert any necessarily determining operations 

in man, we cannot expect to find in him any sentiment, moral or otherwise, 
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which is constantly active in a consistent and determinate manner. When 

Hume says a man is naturally benevolent, does he mean more than this, 

that in one instance after another, men appear to be socially inclined? 

When he asserts that we have a motive for action, is that motive for him 

a constant and reliable one? Does Hume, as Hutcheson, appeal to a 

faculty continually operative over human action? If not, does Hume seek 

his criterion externally, in the consequences of an act — e.g. in utility? 

The last-mentioned alternative would be neither in keeping with the 

tenets of his empirical psychology, nor would it involve the realization 

of his original intentions to base morals on an empiricist examination 

cf human nature. In the first place, consequences of acts admit of no 

more complete analysis than the motives? in the second, Hume asserts that 

moral distinctions are not derived from rational judgment according to 

tru^h standards, but from some internal sense or feeling.^- "The only ' 

existences of which we are certain, are perceptions, which being 

immediately present to us by consciousness, command our strongest 

assent, and are the first foundations of all our conclusions.”^ How 

can we say, then, that utility exists as a motive for action, even though 

human nature might approve every case of actions aligned to such a 

criterion? All we can affirm is that again and agin, manTs moral actions 

may, indeed should, conform to utilitarian standards. 

The psychological implications of Book I of the Treatise limit Hume 

so that any adaptation of the moral sense philosophy will only mean the 

development of the actuating principles of morality from the feelings 

and passions. If Hume describes an uneasy passion he need not, and really 

can not say this is so because it violates any "sense" or "taste" in 

man. For Hume, the passions which incite men to actions are excited 

according to the same principles of. association which govern our ability 
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to reason; whence, if we could imagine putting the principles of associa¬ 

tion in •reverse*, we wuld by that very procedure, be putting a man’s 

character in reverse also: he might then smile at adversity, or glee¬ 

fully murder his benefactor. Hume must rely solely on the sentiments 

and passions for moral approval: and avoid any intuitional concepts 

whatever. His arguments on personal identity also seem to preclude 

the moral sense theory as seen in his predecessors. There is no im¬ 

pression of the self as *our several perceptions taken togethei"as one. 

How then, could there be a sort of governing passion or sentiment over 

all the others which man could recognize? Rather, just as in Butler, all 

the passions work hand in hand, even those opposed to each other. 

The following examination of Hume's account of the passions is 

intended to interpret his further and more precise statement of the 

activating elements in human nature and the origin of sentimental 

approval or disapproval. His theory of knowledge demands that he 

recast the idea of internal sense as conceived ty Hutcheson and 

Butler; it does not admit the assertion of necessary relations between 

the passions and outward consequences of actions which might determine 

man to a utilitarian or hedonistic plan of action. 

Hume's empiricist treatment of the understanding demands a 

further description of human nature where the psychological aspect 

is paramount, and this is especially true in relation to his theory 

of morals. He points out that itthe most probable system, which has 

been advanced to explain the difference between vice and virtue, is, 

that efkker from a primary constitution of nature, or from a sense of 

public or private interest, certain characters, upon the very view and 

contemplation, produce uneasiness; and others, in like manner, excite 

pleasure. The uneasiness and satisfaction, produced in the spectator, 
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are essential to vice and virtue* To approve of a character is to feel 

delight upon its appearance. To disapprove of it, is to be sensible 

of an uneasiness. The pain and pleasure, therefore, being, in a manner, 

the primary source of blame or praise, roust also be causes of all their 

effects; and consequently, the cause of pride and humility, which are 

the unavoidable attendants of that distinction. 

This extract from his later essays, as is often true of Hume, 

involves a completeness of statement without specific analytic preparation. 

In this instance he has stated many of the final conclusions which had 

been reached in the Treatise by more detailed argument. Hume deals \ 

with morals in a twofold sense: (1) from "public or private interest," 

and (2) "from a preliminary constitution of nature," but always with 

the basic consideration of "the uneasiness and satisfaction produced 

in the spectator." The part which the passions play here is almost 

self-evident, and since much of it will appear as a matter of course in 

dealing with Hume's specifically ethical writings, it will suffice to 

point out certain basic conceptions and fundamental notions which underly 

the situation. 

Hume observes that we may analyze the passions, not according to 

degree or intensity primarily, but as complex and simple, or in his 

terms, direct and indirect. The distinction is made in terms of the 

theory of association of ideas and impressions. Where the passion 

arises through a complexity of relations among its objects, its causes, 

and its feelings or sensations, it is termed indirect. Where it is an 

immediate result from the apprehension of good or evil, pleasure or pain, 

it is direct and actuates the will accordingly. A more clear-cut 

distinction in Hume's own words is as follows: "The impressions, which 
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arise from good and evil most naturally, and with the least preparation 

are the direct passions of desire and aversion, grief and joy, hope and 

fear, along with volition. The mind by an original instinct tends to 

unite itself with the good, and to avoid the evil, tho' they be, con¬ 

ceived merely ini.idea, and be considered as to exist in any future period 

of time. 

"But supposing that there is an immediate impression of pain and 

pleasure, and that arising from an,object related to ourselves or others, 

this does not prevent the propensity or aversion, with the consequent 

emotions, but by concurring with certain dormant principles of the human 

mind, excites the new impressions of pride or humility, love or hatred. 

That propensity, which unites us to the object, or separates us from it, 

still continues to operate, but in conjunction with the indirect passions, 

which arise from a doublt relation of impressions and ideas."4 

The final result is, that man is motivated and actuated not by reason 

but by the passions. In this connection it is well to point out that 

Hume, while he asserts that "reason is, and ought only to be the slave 

of the pasionsj"5 in certain instances, when falsehood is perceived, 

the judgment of reason is accepted. "The moment we perceive the false¬ 

hood of any supposition, or the insufficiency of any means our passions 

yield to our reason without any opposition...I may will the performances 

certain actions as means of obtaining any desired good; but as my 

willing of these actions is only secondary, and founded on the supposition 

that they are causes of the proposed effect; as soon as I discover the 

falsehood of that supposition, they must become indifferent to me." 

In his ethics, this will become an essential argument in order to 

eliminate the idea that man's actions are quite variable and inconsistant 

unless we account for some kind of far-sighted judgment. The calm 
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passions (which are indirect and contrasted to the violent,? or are 

direct in the sense of benevolence and the love of life) give rise to 

no violent emotions, "cause no disorder in the soul...and are very readily 

taken for the determinations of reason, and are supposed to proceed from 

O 

the same faculty, with that, which judges of truth and falsehood."0 The 

point which Hume would make here, is that we are not to account for the 

actions of men from one particular part of their nature only; but that 

along with the immediate consequences of affections, there is also to 

be considered a kind of 1long-run* element, where past experience, the 

calm passions, and judgments also tend to direct a man’s actions. 

Hume treats first of the indirect passions, just as in his ethics 

he first analyzes the artificial before the natural virtues. These in¬ 

direct passions of pride and humility, love and hatred, are coexistent 

with virtue and vice. Even though the moral sentiments may be distinguish¬ 

able from the feeling of the passions, the two are inseparable. How do 

these passions arise in the soul, and what objects bear qualities that 

may excite them? 

Pride and humility, love and hatred, arise out of a double relation 

of impressions and ideas. The quality of an object which affects us as 

cause is closely related to the object of the passion. The feeling pro¬ 

duced by this subject or quality is also related to the actual feeling 

or sensation of the passion. In the case of pride and humility, the object 

is self; with love and hatred, the object is others. Thus the feeling 

of merit well earned is accompanied by a closely related feeling of 
/ 

personal pride. Besides this close relation which the causes of the 

passions bear to the objects of the passion, we also recognize among 

men a strong propensity for communication of these affections. To observe 
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in others the cause or effect of passions, gives us the idea of these 

passions, which idea, enlivened by the imagination, becomes in us the 

passion itself. Thus we enter into the opinions and feelings of other 

men by sympathy, and recognize their characters by feelings which ate 

the roost natural to us. The importance of this for Hume’s ethics will 

^e apparent later.® 

Hume might also have explained the passage of feelings without all 

.j^e complexity of the spectator actually feeling the passion of another. 

Tt would not be inconsistent here, for the observer to reason, comparing 

ideas only, and to come to conclusions which he knows are right and wrong 

according to conventional standards. The advantage of such a distinction 

to Hume’s theory of ethics is this: Whereas animals are generally accounted 

to react in much the same way as human beings — from natural inclination— 

such a distinction as made above would give to the human mind a unique 

element which is based on its purely rational capacity. That we have 

no distinct impression of the ego, Hume may hold, but not that we have 

no sense of ourselves as knowing and thinking beings. 

This analysis of the indirect passions is one part of Hume’s psychology 

which concerns us. There is another portion, treating of the direct passions, 

where dealing with ideas of liberty and necessity. Here he not 

on]y brings to bear his scepticism with regard to cause and effect, en- 

deavor^-nS to show "how aptly natural and moral evidence cement together, 

thus laying a firm foundation for his later theory of moral approval as 

natural to man in connection with both the artificial and natural virtues; 

but here also one may anticipate the position which John Stuart Mill was 

to take in regards to the question of freedom. Before proceeding to Hume’s 

arguments, we may bbserve Will’s statement as follows* "Correctly conceived, 

the doctrine called philosophical necessity is simply this: that, given 
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the motives which are present to an individual mind, and given likewise 

the character and disposition of the individual, the manner in which he 

will act might be unerringly inferred."11 Some of Mill's further state¬ 

ments in this connection have alre' ly been implied in the foregoing 

paragraphs. "Human relations are...never ruled by any one motive with 

such absolute sway that there is no room for the influence of any other." 

He describes man as capable of moulding his own character by placing him¬ 

self under any set of influencing circumstances he may please. Thus 

"the causes on which action depends are never uncontrollable, and any 

given effect isonly necessary provided that the causes tending to produce 

it are not controlled."15 That we wish self-mastery but do not achieve 

it, means not necessity, but a lack of virtue. It is to a considerable 

degree in our power to fix our circumstances and hence our future desires 

and actions; so that "it is said with truth, that none but a person of 

confirmed virtue is completely free."1^ Again, Mill voices the same 

sentiment in what could be taken as an indirect reply to the moral sense 

philosophy, and also to Hume's assertion of reason as slave to the passions. 

VJhile Hume positively asserts that man is motivated solely by his passions, 

Kill concludes: "Since what is done with deliberation seems more the t 

man's own act, and he is held more completely responsible for it than for 

what he does from sudden impulse, the considerate part of human conduct 

is apt to be set down as man's share in the business, and the inconsiderate 

as God's."15*16 

Hume is very careful to assure us that the connection between motives ( 

and actions, is of exactly the same nature as the causal relation between 

physical events, and there is no more distinct idea in the one case than 

in the other. But in so far as this "union betwixt motives and actions \ 
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hascfhe same constancy, as that in any natural operations, so its influence 

on the understanding is also the same, in determining us to infer the 

existence of one from that of another. If this shall appear, there is no 

known circumstance, that enters into the connexion and production of the 

actions of matter, that is not to be found in all the operations of the 

mind; and consequently we cannot, without a manifest absurdity attribute 

X7 
necessity to the one, and refuse it to the other." 

Hume has completed his analysis of human character in terms of the 

idea of cause and effect, but it is not a (comprehensive view. His scepti¬ 

cism denies us tested knowledge (by reference to specific impressions) 

of the causal relation, and so we are forced to becontent with repeated 

instances of "constant conjunction*, and habitual inferences from them. 

This doctrine has two possible alternatives: (1) If the relations we in¬ 

fer from "constant ' conjunction" are real (as Hume could not actually 

assert), the operation of man’s organism is a purely physical matter de¬ 

pendent on necessary internal functions along with environmental influences. 

(2) If these relations are not real, we may at best enjoy the sceptic’s 

satisfaction of knowing we do not know. 

If we couple Hume’s theory of the causally determined character of 

man’s actions, to his conception of the nature of the passions as 

actuating forces, we find that once again we have a description of human 

nature where reason is at best ancillary to the passions. " A passion 

is an original existence, or, if you will, modification of existence, 

and contains not any representative quality which renders it a copy of 

18 
any other existence or modification." Thus a passion cannot be con- 

fi 
trary to reason; for such contradiction implies disagreement in 

association of ideas which are only copies of original impressions. 
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The sentiments of approval or disapproval which arise from our affec¬ 

tions are highly indicative of the original nature of man so far as we 

may know it. It is with this fundamental idea of the force of human 

emotions that Hume turns to deal specifically in his ethics. 

Hume»s Theory of Ethics. In examining Hume’s ethics we must consider side 

ty side, the third book of the Treatise of Human Nature, and the Enquiry 

Concerning the Principles of Morals. The former, published in 1739, 

gives us with great attention to detail, full citation of examples, and 
I 

a fresh’ memory of the first two books, the results of his philosophy un¬ 

marred by any concessions to public opinion. Hume exacts rigorously 

every inch of ground available for his argument. The Enquiry, published 

in 1751, is a shorter, more elastic treatise, which presupposes the earlier 

philosophy in its gej 2ral principles, but with less insistence on details 

and precision of stalement. 

The more complex and detailed examination in the Treatise, completely 

aligned, in Hume's mind at least, with his theory if knowledge and 

psychology of the passions, presents the main background for this analy¬ 

sis. The modifications of certain arguments and principles in the Enquiry 

can readily be observed without obscuring the more comprehensive analy¬ 

ses of the Treatise. 

1. Reason versus Moral Sense. Hume’s first move is to refute the idea ( 

that morals are derived from reason. His argument seems to be directed \ 

against the theory of demonstrable ethics advocated from choice by Locke, 

and specifically developed by Clarke on the principles of rationally 

discerned eternal relations of right and wrong. 

Hume makes use of a disjunctive proposal, which gives as alternatives 

either reason or feeling. Since only perceptions are present to the 
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mind, is it to be ideas or impressions that move men to action? Only 

impressions or the most lively ideas (really impressions), can pro¬ 

duce passions; and since "morals excite passions, and produce or prevent 

actions,"-*- the rules of morality are more likely evidenced by our own 

feelings than by conclusions of our reasoning. "Reason is wholly inactive, 

and can never be the source of so active a principle as conscience, or 

a sense of morals."2 Hume finds here, as in the Enquiry, that reasoning 

is merely comparison of ideas an the mind, all of which arise from impressions. 

Therefore, even though the reason judge of right and wrong, it must 
t 

be presupposed that the right or wrong has already been determined in 

some other way,® The conclusions of the understanding discover truths: 

"But where the truths which they discover are indifferent, and beget no 

desire or aversion, they can have no influence on conduct and behavior."^ 

Reason and judgment may present objects which excite moral approval c- 

or moral actions, but this is only an oblique function. , Reason and senti¬ 

ment may, and probably do, concur in such cases, but "It is probable... 

that this final sentence depends on some internal sense or feeling, which 

nature has made universal in the whole species."® In the Enquiry, Hume 

points out that in aesthetic appreciation, while the finest is not always 

^mediately approved, correction through careful judging will eliminate 

such errors."'In the same way, the nature of our passions and sentiments 

of moral approval may be modified. At first sight this appears incon¬ 

sistent with the general tenets of his doctrine that moral approval is 

not through reason but sense; however, the idea here is not unlike the 

identification of reason with the calm passions noted above. 

In the Treatise, Hume logically and forcibly analyzes the errors of 

rationalistic ethics exposed by his philosophical method. His reasoning 
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dependable as long as his epistemology can maintain its ground, and 

shows how clearly Hume was following his own thought to its ultimate con¬ 

clusion. If morality is discoverable by reason, it must be through the 

principles of association and relations of ideas. These, however, apply 

to inanimate and external objects as well as to man, and hence are too 

comprehensive for his purpose. He gives his opponents a final but weak 

chance: "Should it be asserted, that the sense of morality consists 

in the discovery of some relation, distinct from these, and that our 

enumeration was not compleat, when we comprehend all demonstrable rela- 

tions under four general heads: Resemblance, contrariety, degrees in 

qualty, proportions in quantity and numbe^ To this I know not what 

to reply, tell some one be so good as to point out to me this new 

7 
relation." 

One might observe here that Hume converts this argument from the 

^^versality of relations into one for his own advantage. Not all 

objects, he tells us, have the qualities to arouse the indirect passions, 

(pride and humility, love and hatred), but only those which affect 

human nature by a double relation of impressions and ideas. "There are a 

numerous set of passions and sentiments of which thinking rational 

beings are, by the original constitution of nature, the only proper 

objects and though the very same qualities be transferred to an 

8 
insensible, inanimate thing they will not excite the same sentiments." 

Thus he tells us a good house is approved for a different reason 

than a virtuous character. Since these indirect passions always 

accompany moral approval and disapproval, Hume has distinguished the 

9 
moral feeling from ordinary desire or aversion. 

Hume has a further, and for him, more devastating argument in 

this case. Even though roan could know virtue and vice as the rationalists 
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claiiD, he would yet be constrained to conform his will to its precepts, 

and Hume ironically observes that he knows not from whence comes the 

relation "ought" out of the copula "is". For Hume, man is actuated by 

all kinds of stimuli through the passions, and moral approval or dis¬ 

approval denominates actions good or evil as they are identified with 

or evidence of "certain durable principles in the mind."^ These 

principles, however, admit of psychological analysis, and though evidenced 

only by moral personality, do not demand nor admit of judgment according 

to categories of value. Thus Hume states: "if there be no other goods 

but virtue, 'tis impossible there can be any virtue; the mind would 

then want all motives to begin its actions upon; and ’tis on the goodness 

or badness of the motives that the virtue of the action depends. This 
> 

proves that to every virtuous action there must be a motive or impelling 

passion distinct from the virtue, and that virtue can never be the sole 

motive to any act ion. However the idea of the "virtuous motive" 

may seem to transcend Hume’s empiricism, we must give due attention to 

his identifying motives with "impelling passions". One may be reminded 

of Kant here, but Hume was not speaking the language of Kant. 

Hume summarizes both arguments: "Thus it will be impossible to ful¬ 

fill the first condition required to the system of eternal rational measures 

of right and wrong; because it is impossible to show those relations, 

upon which such a distinction may be founded: And "tis as impossible to 

fulfill the second condition; because we cannot prove à priori, that 

^.^gSe relations, if they really existed and were perceived, would be 

universally forcible and obligatory." 

Although Hume finds it expedient to use the experimental method, he 

would not infer a denial of ultimate and universal principles in ethics, 

but would assert that we must find through observations of moral experience 
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the true origin of moral approbation. Hume points out that "it will 

scarce be possible for us...to proceed in that accurate manner required 

in the sciences; by beginning with exact definitions of virtue and vice, 

which are the objects of our present inquiry. But we shall do what may 

justly be esteemed as satisfactory. We shall consider the matter as an 

object of experience. We shall call every quality or action of the mind. 

virtuous, which is attended with the general approbation of mankind? and 

we shall denominate vicious, every quality which is the object of general 

blame or censure. These qualities we shall endeavor to collect; and 

after examining, on both sides, the several circumstances, in which they 

agree, Ttis hoped we may, at last, reach the foundations of ethics, and 

find those universal principles, from which all moral blame or approbation 

is ultimately derived.As a hint towards the end of the search, he 

observes that "nothing can be more real, or concern us more than our own 

sentiments of pleasure and uneasiness; and if these be favorable to virtue, 

and unfavorable to vice, no more can be requisite to the regulation of our 

conduct and behayior."^ 

Hume refutes reason as the proper derivation of moral approval and 

disapproval. For this, he substitutes a moral sense which evolves in 

the natural operations of the passions and affections. 

We may here take account of two basic conceptions which are controlling 

elements in the arguments of both the Enquiry and the Treatise. sThe one 

is a leaning towards moral sense ethics, the other an emphasis on hedonism 

and the relation of utility to moral approval. Hume’s conception of the 

moral sense is not that of a faculty in man which guides his actions, nor 

does it supply intuitively rules for determining right and wrong as such.^ 

TTume criticizes Hutcheson for embracing Butler’s opinion "that our moral 
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sense has an authority distinct from its force and desirableness; andJ 

that because we àlways think it ought to prevail."^-® In reality, says 

Hume, it is only a principle or instinct, which approves of itself upon 

reflection. One must be careful in dealing with Hume not to confuse 

moral sense with àoral sentiments: with Hume (especially in the Treatise 

we speak of passions, not facultiesVice and virtue, for Hume, are 

more to be compared to perceptions in the mind just as sounds, colours, 

heat and cold, not as qualities in objects. "When you pronounce any 

action or character to be vicious, you mean nothing but that, from the 

particular constitution of your nature, you have a feeling of sentiment 

or blame from the contemplation of it."^® In the absence of this senti¬ 

ment there is no moral evaluation. "Good" and "bad" are relational predi¬ 

cates whose very meaning involves a relation to the human species.^ 

On the other hand, we mus$ constantly keep in mind hedonistic principles 

in Hume by which virtue and pleasure, vice and uneasiness, are so closely 

connected as to make it essential to understand thoroughly not only 

human nature as displayed in individuals, but also as manifested in society, 

goth the direct and indirect passions are founded on pleasure and pain, I 

and to remove the pleasure and pain is to remove the feelings or passions 

with which the moral sentiments are so closely allied. "Virtue is dis-' 

tinguished by the pleasure, and vice by the pain, that any action, senti¬ 

ment or character gives by the mere view and contemplation."^® 

2. The Artificial Virtues and Utility. Hume*s ethics is further concerned 

with an inductive examination of the various virtues of mankind. His 

empiricist method takes great account of the social and political experience 

of mankind, and he deals first with what he calls the "artificial" virtues 

of justice, promissory obligation, allegiance, etc. This method is really 
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the logical one for him to adopt, because man's progress in civilization 

demands first an understanding of social relations and duties before we 

may determine the propriety of the individual's private actions. The 

chief distinction between the artificial and natural virtues is one of 

origin: the sentiments of moral approval or disapproval are the same 

for both.^ 

According to Hume, a complete development of the origin of justice 

in society emphasizes rather its political convenience than its moral 

significance; this accounts for the distinction between natural and moral 

approval noted below. In the Enquiry utility, as one comprehensive term, 

is used to connote a variety of terms found in the Treatlsef and which 

in the end amount to the same thing: Justice finds its origin in its 

convenience to social-political relations. However, this is nowise the 

final word. "The natural obligation to justice, viz, interest, has been 

fully explained; but as to the moral obligation, or the sentiment of right 

and wrong, 'twill be requisite to examine the natural virtues, before we 

can give a full and satisfactory account of itThis statement, made 

after explaining the origin of justice in the Treatise, is paralleled in 

Appendix I of the Enquiry. Inasmuch as utility is considered, we have 

certain necessary recourse to the comparative faculties of reason, but 

reason cannot go the whole way. "Utility is only a tendency to a certain 

end; and were the end totally indifferent to us, we should feel the same 

indifference towards the means. It is requisite a sentiment should here 

display itself, in order to give a preference to the useful above the 

pernicious tendencies." "This sentiment can be no other than feeling 

for the happiness of mankind, and a resentment of their misery; since 
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these are the different ends which virtue and vice have a tendency to 

promote."^ 

Moral decisions differ from deductions, for nothing new is derived 

in the former. All material is present, and the heart approves or disapproves. 

"Now as virtue is an end, and is desirable on its own account, without fee 

or reward, merely, for the immediate satisfaction which it conveys? it is 

requisite that there should be some sentiments, which it touches; some in¬ 

ternal taste or feeling, or whatever you please to call it, which distinguishes 

m0ral good and evil, and which embraces the one and rejects the other. 

Perhaps we may clarify the meaning of this passage. Hume may not 

consistently maintain that the internal taste or feeling makes real dis¬ 

tinctions of moral good or evil as such; or that the sentiment really 

and materially embraces this distinction in so many words. The operation 

is one which goes hand in glove with the natural operations of the passions, 

and it is the idea of pleasure and pain, good and evil, derived from the 

sensation of the passions, that really leads the mind to come to the moral 

conception. According to Hume, it is due to the natural character of 

human nature seen in the light of the passions that there come to be euch 

terms as humanity, benevolence, or generosity, but he should also be 

forced to add that it is the comparing function of the rational part of 

the mind working on the principles of association of ideas, that has 

joined the connotation of these terms to the feelings with which they 

are connected. 

Hume further argues that this sentiment of approbation is of a 

peculiar kind; and, while it is known in terms of pleasure and pain, it 

is not every pleasure and pain that causes its appearance.^ All pleasures 

give satisfaction, but these are distinct and different. We must recall 
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here, the nature of the arousal of the indirect passions of pride and 

humility, love and hatred. These passions not only bear a relation to 

ourselves as their object, but also produce in us a separate sensation 

distinct from the feeling of the passion. It is with this sensation or 

affection that Hume connects virtue and vice. "Now virtue and vice are 

attended with these circumstances. They must'necessarily be placed either 

in ourselves or others, and excite either pleasure or uneasiness; and 

therefore must give rise to one of these four passions; which clearly 

distinguishes they from the pleasure and gain arising from inanimate objects, 

that often bear no relation to us: And this is, perhaps, the most con¬ 

siderable effect that virtue and vice have upon the human mind."® The 

question arising here, from whence comes this ethical principle in the 

mind, leads directly to the consideration of the core of Hume's ethics. 

Hume defines justice as an artificial but not arbitrary virtue, "which 

arises from the circumstances and necessity of mankind."^ "Uninstructed 

nature" never made any distinction between mine &nd thine. In fact, there 

are two extreme conceptions of society where justice would never exist: 

one in a land where the supply of all human needs exceeds any possible 

demand; and the second, where demand is by far greater than supply. In the 

first case, the idea of justice would carry no meaning to people who: had 

no worries about the economic, social, and political problems that face 

ordinary commonwealths. In the second, the unrestrained efforts of each 

man to satisfy his own demands would counteract the necessary sentiments 

for the approval of justice. In either case, to invert the words of the 

Enquiry, justice would be useless1 

In the Treatise. Hume gives explicit details of man's reaction to 

justice, as regards motives and actions. Although not emphasized in the 

Enquiry, the idea that we must consider motives behind actions is here 
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asserted. Hume admits that the motive and action are different, but 

that on occasion we may judge from the action, as a sign of the inner 

man, "A virtuous motive is requisite to render an action virtuous,1* but 

The virtue of the action is one thing} the virtue of the motive is another* 

and it is the final emphasis on the one or the other of these alternatives 

that determines our interpretation of Hume as a utilitarian or moral sense 

philosopher. Hume discusses this problem again in the Enquiry, influenced 

by broadly utilitarian ideas, and also by ideas to be found in his disser- 

L 
tation on promises in the Treatise.9 "It is evident that the will or con¬ 

sent alone never transfers property, nor causes the obligation of a pro¬ 

mise...but the will must be expressed by words or signs, in order to im¬ 

pose a tie on any man. The expression...soon becomes the principal part of 

the promise} nor will a man be less bound by his word, though he secretly 

give a different direction to his intention, and withhold the assent of 

his mind.The words will be taken for what they are worth, and his 

motives judged accordingly. Now, "all these contradictions are easily 

accounted for, if justice arises entirely from its usefulness to society} 

always be handled with a view to public interest, more than philosop 

regularity. If the secret direction of the intention, said every man of 

sense, could invalidate a contract} where is our security? And yet a 

metaphysical schoolman might think, that where an intention was supposed 

to be requisite, if that intention had really not place, no consequence 

ought to follow, and no obligation be imposed.it is perhaps signifi¬ 

cant that Hume has nothing to say here about the man whose intentions were 

malevolent, but whose actions, by some error, brought useful and beneficial 

'an action must be~virtuous, before we can have a regard to its virtue."® 

but will never be explained on any other hypothesis. "...Morals 
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consequences. It is equally meaningful to note that Hume is not here 

touching on the heart of moral approval, but is treating of the origin 

of justice, property, promissory obligation, as institutions required by 

society, and therefore devised by it. 

We return, however, to be immediately concerned with the motives of 

just acts. In the Enquiry,, utility is affirmed as the natural source 

of justice. We have already observed several modifications of that 

thesis, and as we examine the Treatise, we find the careful argument of 

which the Enquiry is a rather rhetorical summary. After all, utility 

in the Enquiry is treatèdras the foundation of justice in the sense that 

it is approved by the moral sentiments. Hume had no other recourse, for 

we cannot imagine that he intended us to conceive of any epistemological 

relations between ourselves and our environment. Such a possibility has 

already been placed beyond reach. 

In the Treatise various other possibilities are considered and elimin¬ 

ated: public interest, private dealings, regard for the future. Were 

there universal love among men, justice would be irrelevant, and if this 

were so, private relations of the same nature would be equally forceless. 

Since we must find a motive which is distinct from the morality of justice, 

we are constrained to look to some artificial contrivance of man which has 

been forced upon him by his education, customs, social and political com¬ 

plexities. In the Enquiry, these are all summed up in Utility, but in the 

Treatise, we find Hume, not so sure of himself, arguing it out point by 

point. Aside from the final answer, which describes the origin of justice 

in terms of rose's sentiments towards his social and political experience, 

•there is a curiously warped Hobbist enfluence which aids us in understanding 

more precisely what Hume is intending. 
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In man, Eume points out certain peculiarities of natural temper and 

their relation to environment. Selfishness is prominent among theses not 

as the all-dominating drive of Bobbism, but as a force to be definitely 

accounted for among the other affections. "So far from thinking, that 

men have no affection for anything beyond themselves, I am of opinion, that 

tho’ it be rare to meet with one, who loves any single person better than 

himself; yet ’tis as rare to meet with one, in whom all the kind affections, 

taken together, do not over-balance all the selfish.The opposition 

of passions occasioned by such a nature, is augmented by considerations of 

certain "outward circumstances". Of these Hume lists threes (l) Internal 

satisfaction of our own minds; (2) External advantages of our body; and 

(3) The enjoyment of industry and good forune. Now, of the last, there is 

a limited supply, and to prevent men from unsocial actions, it is necessary 

to formulate rules of property and justice which are enforced by public 

authority. In uncultivated nature there would never appear a remedy to this 

situation: there is no "inartificial principle of the human mind, which 

might control those partial affections, and make us overcome the temptations 

arising from our circumstances. The idea of justice can never serve to this 

pUrpose, or be taken for a natural principle, capable of inspiring men 

with an equitable conduct towards each other. 

According to Hume, then, the union of men in society is not accompanied 

by moral principles which, being natural forces in ordering his social 

life, would render his new existence immediately satisfactory. Reason 

may present such artificial rules or principles as it may be able to con¬ 

trive from the situation, but this b’eing done, and these presented as 

objects of the affections, we immediately revert to the old standards of 

sentiment. The question has nothing to do with the original goodness or 
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badness of either man or nature. The origin of society is one thing, man's 

selfish or benevolent character something else. "The qualities of the 

mind are selfishness and limited generosity," and from these, together with | 

the results of his industry, man develops justice as a social institution. 

It is a convention, which arises from a gradual sense of common interest, 

over a long period of time where experience in social union teaches men 

the best possible manner of living happily. The origin of the rights of 

property are, of course, derived in a similar manner. 

Hume sums up his argument in the proposition: "that 'tis only from ’ 

the selfishness and confin'd generosity of men, along with the scanty 

I g 
provision nature has made for his wants, that justice derives its origin." 

From this rule we may conclude: (1) "That a regard to public interest, or 

a strong extensive benevolence, is not our first and original motive for 
4 Wi . 

observing the rules of justice(2) "That the sense of justice is not 

founded on reason, or on the discovery of certain connexions and relations 

of ideas, which are eternal, immutable, and universally obligatory;"^-® 

(5) and finally, "that those impressions, which give rise to this sense 

of justice, are not natural to the mind of man but arise from artifice and 

human conventions."^ 

Thus far, we have explained the origin of justice as an artificial 

virtue. There still remains the question of moral approbation, apart from 

the natural and useful qualities which it carries to human society. This 

problem will find its solution when we deal with moral approval and dis¬ 

approval in general, in connection with the account of the natural virtues. 

The ideas emphasized in explaining the origin of justice are paralleled 

in Hume's account of the rules which determine property. These too are 

without meaning until society is formed. Then, however, they become 
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closely associated with concepts of justice, and the rights VhicÈrtheÿ* 

carry are conceived in moral terms. He expressly rejects the utili¬ 

tarian hypothesis. The assignment of property is natural, "and by that 

means useful, yet its utility extends not beyond the first formation 

0f societyj nor would anything be more pernicious, than the constant 

observance of it; by which restitution would be excluded, and every 

injustice would be authorized and rewarded."^ We must recognize, says 

Hume, that the possession of external goods is "changeable and uncer¬ 

tain," and one of the "most considerable impediments to the establishment 

of society."^ 

Men are quick to restrain themselves so as to overcome this evil, 

and thus we have various circumstances which are accepted as the bases 

of rights. These, Hume points out, may all be analyzed in terms of 

relations of ideas of contiguity or corresponding points of view. First 

possession, long possession, accession, succession, all are so accepted, 

and it is violation of these that will finally be judged of by the moral 

sentiments. As property becomes "a species of cause and effect"..."nothing 

but a stable possession, deriv’d from the rules of justice, or the con¬ 

ventions of ment 'tis to be considered as the same species of relation."22 

Also, just as we saw first a natural, then a moral obligation to justice, 

so here we find "there is first a natural union betwixt the idea of the 

person and that of the object, and afterwards a new and moral union 

produced by that right or property, which we ascribe to the person." 

There is something of the aristocrat in Hume when he argues for the 

establishment of property on the terms outlined above. Utility, interest, 

suitableness, all these he waives for his principles of occupation, 

prescription, accession, and succession. He softens these none too 
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gOcial ideas fey the rules of justice, which really, for Hume, give 

each man his own both by civil and moral law, until he may see fit to 

transfer possession of it. Indeed, property rights have no meaning 

apart from morality — they are insensible and inconceivable apart from 

the sentiments of the mind. 
\ 

Hume has asserted the stability of possession and its transferable 

nature, in terms of moral sentiments. The final consideration, which 

for him sums up the basic laws of nature, is the obligation of promises. 

I have already made reference to this.^ He brings out forcefully and 

clearly his distinction betweem natural and moral approval of social- 

political institutions and conventions. The moral obligation of a promise 

is just as artificial as the moral demand carried by the rules of just^ice. 

In a state of nature, a promise would be meaningless, for there is no 

natural sentiment in man which approves morally such an obligation. 

jjume comes to grips with the problem as follows: "No action can 

be required of us as our duty, unless there be implanted in human nature 

some actuating passion or motive capable of producing the action."^® 

To be obliged to act, demands that we be capable of willing the act, and 

also that we be aware of conformance to duty. This sense of duty is 

artificially derived just as the sense of justice: there is no natural 

faculty in man which impels him to will an çbligation. "This is not the 

case with the natural virtues. Tho* there was no obligation to relieve 

the miserable, our humanity would lead us to itj and when we omit that 

duty, the immorality of the omission arises from its being a proof that 

we want the natural sentiments of humanity."^® 

A further argument comes at the end of this section, when Hume observes 

that there is a force which makes it lawful to invalidate promises and 
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relieve us of their obligation; which means that the obligation is not 

something really ingrained in the willing of the promise by man. "Such 

a principle is a proof, that promises have no natural obligation, and are 

mere artificial contrivances for the convenience and advantage of society. 

Which conclusion reaffirms the earlier one that promissory obligation is 

not natural to man: "But as there is naturally no inclination to observe 

promises, distinct from a sense of their obligation; it follows that fidel¬ 

ity is no natural virtue, and that promises have no force, antecedent 

90 
to human conventions."^0 

The study of the necessities and interests of societies, on which 

promises are founded, proceeds from the same viewpoint as the discussion 

of justice. The really important thing to keep in mind here, is the 

rôle played by the sentiments and by utilitarian elements. We, Hume tells 

us, are naturally selfish and "naturally very limited in our kindnesst. 

and affection;" we cannot depend on each other's gratitude, and hence 

we exact promises to carry on all kinds of commerce. Such a cynical 

attitude^ Hume observes, does not blot out a more congenial kind of re¬ 

lations among men bound by ties of kinship, but in general, this is the 

final word in describing the origin of promises, and they are kept in 

the first instance because it is to the interest of everyone. The moral 

sentiment, as in justice, brings a new obligation. Strangely enough 

Hume does not describe the moral obligation of a promise in terms of senti¬ 

ment only. He maintains that the will does what for him should be 

impossible: causes the obligation. It is akin to the morality of recog¬ 

nizing the property rights of others — a sort of half-Hobbist doctrine, 

which would also try to include sentimental approval. Hume says from 

public interest, education, the artifices of politicians, "we feign a 

new act of the mind, which we call the willing an obligation; and on 
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this we suppose the morality to depend.Since, by his foregoing 

analysis, the will is incapable of really originating obligation, we 

must but see promises in words, signs, symbols; and these generally be¬ 

come the objects of moral approval or constraint. It is nothing per¬ 

manent in man. Each new promise is a new source of obligation artificially 

produced, and "since this new obligation arises from his will; ’tis 

one of the most mysterious and incomprehensible operations that can 

possibly be imagin’d, and may even be compar’d to transubstantiation or ' 

holy orders, where a certain form of words, along with a certain inten¬ 

tion, changes the nature of an external object, and even of a human 

creature.B®0 

I have given this particular section of Hume’s ethics more space 

than on' a first examination seems warranted. Yet these several strains 

of thought are of great importance to his ethics. Although much of this 

treatment is omitted from the Enquiry, we see in it the recognition 

of principles which are dominant in that later work. The ideas of the 

natural basis of justice, property, promises, find a direct moral 

adaptation in the Enquiry without the precise distinction between utili- , 

tarian convenience and approving sentiments. In the Treatise however, I 

Hume is insistent on this distinction, and at times he is apt to tax 

his scepticism before managing the argument with due consistency. One 

may imagine it was difficulties such as these, which led Hume to regard 

his first work as youthful, and to be in no way chosen above the later 

essays. But these same difficulties, just because Hume recognized them 

once, admonish us to beware of them if concealed in the Enquiry. 

Finally, in the Treatise. Hume continually asserts that man is 

actuated by motives from the passions. Vice and virtue are perceptions, 
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not intrinsically good or bad, but subject to moral approval and dis¬ 

approval. Where, in the Enquiry, this approval is not clearly defined 

as moral sense, utilitarian principles, or even pure altruism, in the 

Treatise we always recognize two foundations for any of the artificially 

derived laws which govern humanity. One is from public interest, the'1 

other is frommoral approval, and always the latter is derivative: secon¬ 

dary in point of time, but not of importance. Due to a view for utility, 

men learn to accommodate themselves to social living. But to do so 

pleasurably, and with a high degree of satisfaction, requires the tempering 

of the affections and passions so that these laws of justice artificial 

though they are, cause the moral sentiments to follow as a matter of course. 

The origin of government is likewise described in terms of society, 

the rules of justice, and human character. Ther^is no parallel to this 

in the Enquiry, except a short, irrelevant section which dwindles away 

into a discussion of custom. 

A recognition of man as both greedy and imprudent, gives to this part 

cf the Treatise a distinctly Hobbist tinge similar to that pointed out 

abOve, but here more forcefully presented. Hume explains that men con¬ 

tinually prefer present immediate good to the more remote. This is be¬ 

cause "men are mightily governed by the imagination, and proportion their 

affections more to the light, under which any object appears to them, 

than to its real and intrinsic value. But since men cannot change 

there natures, and since they are governed by immediate interest; it is 

necessary that they "change their situation, and render the Observance 

of justice the immediate interest of some particular persons, and its 

violation their more remote.These particular persons are magistrates, 

and this is Hume's account of the origin of government. Its advantages 
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are those that come from a society where order is kept and public im¬ 

provements go hand in hand with governmental beneficence. 

The account of the source of allegiance to government is im¬ 

portant here, because it gives evidence of the ultimate implications of 

Hume's theory. We discern Hume's recognition of the breadth and complexity 

of human society in its long evolution of custom and tradition. 

He asserts that the rules of justice and property preceded the foun¬ 

dation of government. Hence allegiance to the sovereign power was no 

more than a matter of promise. Hume has already solved, to his own satis¬ 

faction, the obscure problem of the origin of justice, and proved it to 

be artificially evolved; hence, "being once undeceived in this particular, 

and having found that natural, as well as civil justice derives its origin 

from human conventions, we shall quickly perceive how fruitless it is to 

resolve the one into the other, and seek, in the laws of nature, a stronger 

foundation for our political duties than interest and human conventions; 

while these laws themselves are built on the very same foundations."^ 

There is more to it than merely a promise. Allegiance comes to have its 

own special obligations, distinct and separate from any other. The possi¬ 

bilities suggested here for interpreting the lesser and more involved 

laws and duties which serve man's social and political needs are apparent. 

There is no end to the derivation of laws from laws, after this artificial 

manner, and always, in due course of time, each comes to have its own 

special moral significance, just as if it had always existed as an approved 

object of man's affections. If one so desired, he might arrange a complete 

list of all the "virtues" of society -- i.e. the rules or conventions 

which man has come to accept -- and each could be demonstrated as evolving 

in the "artificial" manner. The implication is a calculus similar to that 
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in Bentham's Principles of Morals and Legislation, 

Natural laws are determined by self-interest. Civil laws are formed 

to enforce natural, and again the motive is convenience. Interest in the 

obedience of the demands of government is distinct from that of promises, 

the primary aim of which rests in begetting mutual confidence and coopera¬ 

tion among men. This natural distinction carries over into the moral 

realm where honor and consôience are determinants. Hume tells us that 

"the distinction of moral good and evil is founded on the pleasure or 

pain, which results from the view of any sentiment, or character, and as 

that pleasure or pain cannot be unknown to the person who feels it, it 

follows that there is just sp much vice or virtue in any character, as 

every one places in it, and that *tis impossible in this particular we 

can ever be mistaken."^ There is a double meaning here: on the one 

hand, Hume is asserting the moral approval of civil duties as a separate 

and distinct act apart from any original basis on promise; on the other, 

he is appealing to the authority of a majority vote not only to prove his 

point but to indicate the purely psychological character of the whole 

problem. 

The significance of this discussion, is to show to what lengths Hume 

was ready to carry his theory of "artificial* virtues. They become in¬ 

ventions from inventions; they are coordinate and are mutually pertinent, 

yet due to the peculiar sentimental evaluation natural to man, the origin 

of each in the minds of human beings and its ultimate moral approval bears 

nothing that is not explicable by ideas already posited in his psychology. 

Out of self-interest man may invent all kinds of environments for himself; 

however, their durability, efficiency, and consequent approval is not 
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due to this principle but to the very nature of roan. It is because man 

cannot change his nature that he alters his environment, forms social 

codes, limits himself by political commitments. The moral approval 

here is as natural in the . circumstances as ordinary approval of compassion 

or simple love. The only difference between the morality of allegiance 

and what we are to examine later as natural virtue, is that the former, 

primarily founded on interest, required a period of time for its value 

to be recognised and approved by sentiment. Where this interest ceases, 

the moral approval ceases also, because its sentiments will never be 

stimulated, and in this sense Huem is an utilitarian. But in the sense 

of moral approval, in the pangs of conscience that follow evil or shameful 

actions, in the notion of honor which a good citizen recognizes in him¬ 

self, Hume gives an explanation based on sympathy-and sentiment with which 

we have yet to deal. 

Those who argue for Hume's utilitarian bias, might find his conception 

of the laws of nations particularly helpful. The discussion is available 

in both the Enquiry and the Treatise.and reflects among nations as units, 

relations similar to those among men before the evolution of society, but 

without the redeeming grace of international union similar to the for¬ 

ation of society, Hume asserts "that there is a system of morals cal- 

cUlated for princes a ^utilitarian phrase] much more free than that which 

ought to govern private persons,"35 and that nations can subsist in¬ 

dependently of each other, which is impossible for men taken individually. 

In short, he defends political diplomacy on the grounds that there is no 

utilitarian need for recognizing justice. "Since...the natural obligation 

to justice, among different states, is not as strong as among individuals, 

the moral obligation, which arises from it must partake of its weakness j 
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and we must necessarily give a greater indulgence to a prince or minister, 

who deceives another; than to a private gentleman, who breaks his word of 

honor. 

5. The Natural Virtues and Moral Approval by Sentiment. The majority 

of Hume’s commentators have seen fit to pursue his ethics in the inverse 

order from which they were written, and consider the natural virtues first. 

It is not a point for argument, and I have already indicated my reasons 

for following Hume’s order. 

The method of the Enquiry and the Treatise is precisely the same, 

with the balance of critical detail resting in the latter. The rôle 

assigned to sympathy demands the most careful attention, for this is the 

one element that is inseparable from moral approval of any sort. 

In the Treatise, sympathy is treated psychologically, just as in 

Book Two on the passions. It is the means of ’’fellow-feeling”among men 

whereby the passions of pride and humility, love and hatred, may be ex¬ 

cited and their pains and pleasures tasted merely by bbserving the causes 

and effects of these passions in others. Hume’s statement of this pro¬ 

cedure Is worth quoting so that the modification of the treatment of 

sympathy in the Enquiry will be more fully apprehended. 

Moral distinctions "depend entirely on certain peculiar sentiments of 

pain and pleasure, and...whatever mental quality in ourselves or others 

gives us a satisfaction, by the survey or reflection, is of course vir¬ 

tuous ; as everything of this nature that gives uneasiness is vicous. Now 

since erery quality in ourselves or others, which gives pleasure, always 

causes pride or love; as every one, that produces uneasiness, excites 

humility or hatred: It follows, that these two particulars are to be 

consider'd as equivalent, with regard to our mental qualities, virtue \ 
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and the power of producing love or pride, vice and the power of producing 

humility or hatred. In every case, therefore, we must judge of the 

one by the other; and may pronounce any quality of the mind |i. e. of 

our own or others1 characteij virtuous, which causes love or pride; 

and any one vicious, which causes hatred or humility."^ 

Hume explains that the production of these passions, and hence 

of our moral satisfaction and approval, is to he explained by means of sympathy. 

We have already stated that sympathy is the criterion for approval of 

all the artificial virtues: how is it so in connection with the natural? 

The analysis here is applicable to all virtues, natural or artificial. 

In the beginning, "we are never to consider any single action in 

our enquiries concerning the origin of morals; but only the quality or 

2 
character from which the action proceeded." Thus it is easy for Hume 

to deve^°P theory of sympathy. Moral approval is internal: It is 

equivalent to the feelings of pride and love, and these passions and 

•kjjgjT feelings arise in us by observations of the causes or effects of 

them in another. This inference of the existence of the passions gives 

rise to our sympathy.^ Just as soon as the observation of the effects 

of a passion in another has given rise to the feeling of that passion in 

the observer, his sentiments become like those of the first party, and 

his pains and pleasures, and so his feelings about virtue and vice are also 

alike, for all that he was not primarily concerned with the matter in 

question. Self-approval is similarly explained. 

We observe that in the case of artificial virtues, there is a strong 

moral sentiment in their favor as they tend to the interest of society. 

We observe likewise, that the sentiment of beauty in any object is 

indirectly derived because of its possibilities as useful or pleasure 
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giving. In the same way, the natural propensities of a man, such as gener¬ 

osity, moderation, beneficence, equity, give rise immediately to senti- 

ments of approval. "Wherever an object has a tendency to produce pleasure 

in the possessor, or in other words, is the proper cause of pleasure, it 

is sure to please the spectator, by a delicate sympathy with the possessor."^ 

Here as in the Enquiry. Hume discounts egoism, but the earlier argu¬ 

ment is not so confident nor so openly asserted; he does not limit his 

analysis to the nature of the passions. Considering social virtues, he 

feels we would naturally expect their praise to be ascribed to their 

utility. But all moral affection or dislike cannot be said to arise from 

this source. "The social virtues, must, therefore, be allowed to have a 

natural beauty and amiableness, which, at first sight, antecedent to all 

precept or education, recommends them to the esteem of uninstructed man¬ 

kind, and engages their affections."® We have already seen in the Enquiry 

that public utility is the end of the social virtues: this end must be 

agreeable. It is agreeable either from self-interest or "from more gen¬ 

erous motives and regards."6 And "the voice of nature and experience 

seems plainly to oppose the selfish theory.It Is a matter of plain 

experience that utility is agreeable; but for Hume this is merely saying 

that, on contemplating useful objects, men find within themselves 

pleasurable and approving sentiments. Determine the implication and 

g0urce of this approval says Hume, and you will be far on the road towards 

the explanation of morals. 

In this broad argument, Hume has compressed a whole portion of Book 

rphree of the Treatise. What is he here doing? He is accounting primarily 

for man's approbation of the social virtues in terms of sympathy. This 

he also did in the Treatise.. In the Enquiry, however, be is broadening 
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the concept of sympathy from its former limited function as the go- 

between of the passions, until it becomes synonymous with benevolence 

and humanity, and connotes the very social virtues themselves* In¬ 

stead of the cautious treatment of sympathy and limited generosity of the 

Treatise* where, unless the sentiment actually touches the heart, the 

moral feeling may be overridden,® Hume argues in words that at times 

might be Hutcheson's. Sympathy is aroused by anything at all which con¬ 

cerns human misery or happiness. No passions is indifferent to us "be¬ 

cause there is none, of which man has not within him, at least the seeds 

and first principles.Sympathy arises all along the line. A .stuttering 

roan, pastoral poetry, tragedy, patriotism, all effect us in terms of 

social or private sympathy. 

The man who is unaffected by sympathy is unmoved by vice and virtue; 

while he who has a "warm concern" for all social interests, is one whose 

moral nature is most highly refined. So certain is Hume that men are 

thus benevolently inclined, that he believes that the man who is really 

perverse and malicious would be one whose very nature was inverted and 

whose reactions and affections were literally operating in reverse. He 

is remembering here the exactness withwhich he treated the passions in 

the Treatise.10 "Absolute, unprovoked, disinterested ipalice has never 

perhaps place in any human breast; or if it had, must there pervert all 

the sentiments of morals, as well as the feelings of humanity."H It is 

for this reason, Hume asserts, that motives behind, and tendencies toward, 

actions are really accounted in measuring their moral worth: "...the 

tendencies of actions and characters not their real accidental consequences, 

are alone regarded in our moral determinations or general judgments."!** 

This Hume holds true morally, even though in actual life we are prone to 

give greater applause to what is materially useful, rather than to what 
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is only well-meant. 

The distinction is once again t-evidence of Hume’s treating man as 

an imprudent animal, who prefers the immediate lesser good to the greater 

but more remote. It is seen in the Treatise as Hume answers two "remark¬ 

able circumstances" which his theory of sympathy might call to the atten¬ 

tion of possible critics. The possible variation of the instances of 

sentimental judgment, and also the possibility that he fails to recognize 

well-meant, but unrealized virtue, leads Hume again to assert the necessity 

for general rules, based on calm reflection. Hume has In mind here the 

function of reason as corrector of judgments bearing on the passions already 

discussed.^ 

Hume’s position becomes more and more clear. Utility refers to the 

standards of value formed by men in society, but approved by sympathy. 

It aPPears the functioning of both natural and artificial virtues as 

one regards their tendencies to the common good. We do not approve vir¬ 

tue merely for itself. Benevolence is not, as in Shaftesbury, without 

any practical and external aims. The idea of an external standard is 

necessary to arouse sentiments, which, however, roan naturally finds agreeable, 

gather on feeling them himself or on seeing them in éthers.. Hume might 

have argued that the very fact of man’s recognizing utility and attempting 

to explain how it comes to be approved, presupposes his recognizing 

the manner in which he does actually approve it. For Hume it is not an 

idea of an object as agreeable or useful that moves us either to action 

or approval; it is rather that action or approval is determined by 

sentiments which at the time are highly pleasing.^ 

go Hume finds utility to be the "sole source of that high regard 

paid to justice, fidelity, honour, allegiance, and chastity,which 
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are the artificial virtues of the Treatise : and "that it is inseparable 

from all the other social virtues, humanity, generosity, charity, 

affability, lenity, mercy, and moderation," but also that it depends on 

the sentiments for its moral evaulation. His twofold conviction is thus 

summarized: Utility is a great part of the whole source of moral approval, 

though not all; and it is not from self-interest, but from a benevolent 

sympathetic human nslturethis approval comes. 

The theory examined above is based on the thesis that while it is 

pain or pleasure resulting from "the general survey of any action or 

quality of the mind" which determines its vice and virtue, the final moral 

approbation or blame comes from within, based on the operations of the 

affections and sentiments. We have dealt with the tendencies of actions, 

with the nature of laws, and considered man's general social and politi¬ 

cal life. There remains the direct analysis of character, or as Hume; 

would put it, the examination of those qualities which give rise immediate¬ 

ly, without further consideration, to moral approval, and hence determine 

personal merit. The substance of the analysis adds little to what has 

already been said, but it is interesting in that it offers an analysis 

0f character which is definitely Humian. There is nothing sublime in this 

description of the really great man. It is rather an Aristotelian view¬ 

point developed in terms of eighteenth century psychology. 

In one sense, this argument serves as confirmation of Hume's moral 

sentiment theory. Thoroughly confident that his preceding examination 

carries quite enough truth and conviction on its own merit, he feels this 

new development will only add to its force. "Were nothirg esteemed virtue 

fcut what were beneficial to society, I am persuaded, that the foregoing 

explication of the moral sense ought still to be receiv'd, and that upon 
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sufficient evidence: But this evidence must grow upon us, when we find 

other kinds of virtue, which win not admit of any explication except 

from that hypothesis."-*-6 This is the beginning of his treatment of the 

man who exhibits in every way, moral and intenectual greatness. 

From another point of view, this treatment helps to explain his 

characteristic view of morality as primarily social, but takes from it 

à certain force or drive which is perhaps required to make an ethical 

theory convincing. There is no attempt here to portray individual 

character as commanding the field of human activity. We have rather the 

description of a man, who as he conforms to certain qualifications, in- 

others 
h ternal and external recognizes in himself as*recognize in him, a kind 

of golden mediocrity, which in the end only serves to perfect him as a 

member of society. In the rest of our examination it would be of ad¬ 

vantage to keep in mind that the qualities which Hume ascribes to perfect 

characters are those which would meet with moral approbation because they 

are the necessary attributes for successful life in society. In this 

gense, the description of character takes on the broader aspect of implying 

^ow society tends to mould character. We must remember that besides 

original qualities that man may possess, social intercourse over a long 

period of time alters his sentimental operations, and hence his character, 

so that the man reflects his environment in his morality. 

The requirement is fourfold. A man must possess qualities both 

agreeable and useful — to himself and others. Hume asserts that approval 

here is entirely one of sentiment, and not that of distinguishing between 

qualities of fortune, qualities of intellect, or moral characteristics.^ 

The approval in every case is immediate, and without reflection on the 

possible advantages acpruing from excellence of character. Everything 
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that we call great and esteem as sublime in human nature, Hume would 

explain in terms of these four qualities, The great man is modest, 

courageous, witty, ingenious, kind, prudent, of good physical build, 

fortunate in his possession of worldly goods: he is an epitome of social 

culture in its broadest sense, and his own sense of worth, along with 

the esteem paid to him by others, is an immediate reflection of the 

sympathies he arouses by these qualities. He becomes "agreeable and 

useful in all the parts of life." After this fashion we consider 

a man "with all his relations in society; and love or hate him, according 

as he affects those, who have any immediate intercourse with him. And 

'tis a most certain rule, that if there be no relation of life in which 

I could not wish to stand to a particular person, his character must so 

far be allow'd to be perfect. If he be as little wanting to himself as 

to others, his character is entirely perfect. This is the ultimate test 

0f merit and virtue."^ 

If one approaches the end of Hume's Treatise with this conception 

cf man as above all a self-conscious sympathetic animal, he is reading 

•^he Treatise through the eyes of Adam Smith. If his mind is not open to 

the Humian description of character, he may find Hume to be speaking in 

terms of utilitarian and hedonistic ethics. To show that neither of these 

alternatives is entirely valid, but that each expresses a real element or 

an important side of the truth, has been one of thejprposes of this paper. 

The facts seemi to indicate that Hume was not as set, but neither 

as undecided, in his system of ethics as different commentators have often 

found him. The rational principles, he discards outright, with what for } 

jjim is logical finality. The argument is clear-cut when he considers the 

principles in its main outlines; it is condescending when he speaks of 
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Wollaston. The destructive egoism of Mandeville and his school receives 

slight attention, but the principle of self-love is seriously considered 

in the Treatise under the guise of limited generosity, as well as in 

opposition to sympathy. In the Enquiry, a broader conception of sympathy ^ 

as benevolence itself, leaves no room in the moral life of man for self- 

interest, but we have already seen that human nature is by DO means naturally 

socially minded. The moral taste of Shaftesbury is perhaps more applicable 

to Hume than the stronger moral-sense of Hutcheson, but his own description 

of human nature modifies this conception into highly empirical terms. In 

the same way, the more imperative speculations of Butler find no acceptance 

jn Hume, although he is often in close agreement with the former on matters 

of psychological analysis. 

His epistemology implied the negation of certain schools of thought, 

and necessitated the development of his own theories within the sceptical 

system. Other theories Influenced him strongly, and often taxed his 

ability to remain within logical bounds. Certainly he applied the empiricist 

method to ethics, but that he sounded the ultimate foundations of that 

science is open to question, not altogether because of his own limitations, 

but perhaps because that method is not productive of the final answer. 

V. Conclusion. 

The fundamental conceptions which underlie Hume's moral philosophy 

may be written in a fairly comprehensive implicative proposition, the 

first antecedent and the final consequent of which are again logically 

connected. If we find knowledge to consist merely of impressions in \ 

aSsociation, and impressions in association to constitute mind, then \ 

I 

perSonal identity is no more than a succession of events which one gets 
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in the habit of calling himself^ This being true, character is only a 

varied assemblage of a man’s ideas and impressions. If we ask for a moral 

analysis of man, we turn not to his character, but to his feelings: not 

to himself primarily, but to his relations to his fellows, each of whom 

is, like himself, merely a bundle of sensations. If our examination, 

dealing now with society, demands precise statements of the standards of 

action, and motives of approval, the idea of agreeable feeling is apparently 

the outstanding criterion. If this is so, and feelings are merely the 

result of sensations, and also the motives for man’s actions, admitting 

of specific immediate reference to impressions, once more we are back to 

the principles of knowledge as relations of sense impressions. 

Hume did not admit, and we judge would not have admitted this argu¬ 

ment as conclusive, but it seems to be a fair inference from his account 

of human nature. If personality is merely a temporal succession or 

recurrence of perceptions, the varying summations of ideas and impressions 

which exhibit certain limited connections among themselves, it is evident 

why Hume turned to society for his explanation of morals. He found no 

reason to rely on man’s individual sense for evaluation, because he could 

find no assurance of man's capacity to entertain certain knowledge. 

Experience of certain conjunctions, the habit of expecting the same in 

the future as in the past, were all that kept Hume to his task. "Can I 

be sure," he asks at the end of the first Book of the Treatise, "that 

in leaving all established opinions I am following truth; and by what 

criterion shall I distinguish her, even if fortune should at last guide 

me on her footsteps? After the most accurate and exact of my reasonings, 

I can give no reason why I should assent to it; and feel nothing but a 

strong propensity to consider objects strongly in that view, under which 
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they aPPear to M®»"1 

gume's misgivings were gradually overcome in his own mind as he 

developed his philosophy, but these doubts offer a lead to criticism which 

may provide questions unanswerable by empiricist argument. 

In developing his ethics, Hume began by neglecting the individual 

in order to describe what objects and characters men in society do actually 

approve. In every case, he found these to be either agreeable or useful. 

This hedonism is plausible enough, perhaps, but as yet is no more than a 

description of man's sensual reactions of approval and disapproval. 

Hume returns to the individual to find the source of moral approval. We 

have seen his assertion of the existence of moral sentiments; we have 

also observed the limited sense in which these may be conceived, and we 

have pointed out Hume's implied denial of freedom of the will. We may 

now comment briefly on these questions from points of view outside his 

system.^ 

Hume, we have observed, was unable to find any moralist who had 

convincingly supplied the change from "is" to "ought" in his propositions 

0f moral sentence. We may, in our turn, rightly question whether Hume 

offered an adequate solution to this problem. We have also observed that 

Hume asserted that he was speculating in the field of morals: feling his 

method would in the end supply universally valid principles. We may also 

question his ability to uphold this provision. 

With regard to the latter point: Is it possible for him who is merely 

a product of natural forces to examine those forces analytically and 

make true judgments concerning them? An analysis of a system should 

demand the ability to comprehend that system. For the former point: 

Could a man who is no more than a production of psycho-physical relations 

and forces find any meaning in the term "obligation" other than to feel 
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a sense of compulsion? Hume answers this question in the negative when 

he denies freedom of the will. It will be remembered that, in his 

judgment, natural and moral evidence relating to man's nature are to be 

explained through the same relations: resemblance, contiguity, and 

causation. With Hume I find moral satisfaction in having done my duty , 

not from an inherent sense of duty, not from a personal demand to seek 

out the duty to which I owe respect. Rather, such terms as duty, obli¬ 

gation, promise, have no meaning in terms of value. In the Humian theory 

of knowledge they are considered as mere perceptions housed by relational 

concepts which cannot accommodate them; in the Humian psychology they 

are assigned functions which neither do them justice in a theory of 

values nor render them significant as moral forces. 

Hume discards the idea of a moral sense as a determining element 

in human action, and also refutes freedom of the will: the obvious 

way in which he might have overcome the difficulties arising from the 

first denial. That he was sensible of the implications of this process, 

but unable to remedy it, may be inferred from a letter written to 

Hutcheson, in which he says: "I wish from my heart I could avoid con¬ 

cluding, that, since morality is determined merely by sentiment, it 

•à 
regards only human nature and human life."0 

All that empiricism such as Hume's may hope to do is explain how 

men act or axe likely to act: this may be done from observation. But 

how men should act, and in certain cases, why they act as they do, is 

yet to be determined. Hume's examination of society registers the general 

pronouncement on virtue, as it were, by a majority vote of the people, 

not by what is virtuous for the people. A promise carries an obligation 

because it makes honesty possible, not because honesty demands promissory 
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o^ugSttion, Whereupon it would seem that the most complacent and least 

aggressive society is the roost moral: where man’s needs are social 

fixtures, not where man's society is an ever-growing realization of a 

maturing conscience. 

The character of a man in society may and does approve by moral 

sentiment what is conventional or convenient, as explained above. But 

the justification of high individual moral conviction is unwarranted in 

Hume, or at best unaccounted for. Every individual judgment must be 

referred to many moral senses in order to determine its intrinsic worth! 

One may think of certain instances where such an explanation would 

have no meaning. The reformer, the patriot, the ascetic, the prophet, 

Hume himself, axe stirred by an individual conviction which implies a 

freedom of personal expression above mere incitements to action. There 

may be a way of choice employed by man which, itself not a motive, may 

bring certain motives to bear in certain cases. We may be led to con¬ 

clude that there are individual moral problems with which the empiricist 

has not dealt; furthermore, that all of morality is not bounded by 

society and the general happiness of its members. Perhaps we need not 

go so far as to deny the possible existence of a "science" of morality. 

Perhaps we need not leave the field of experience to determine the foun¬ 

dations of this science. One can scarcely help feeling that there must 

be a recognition of a growing capacity in man's mental constitution which 

bridges the gap between feeling and experience, the individual and his 

environment, society and its developing character. It may be that we 

need not excuse man's confusion in seeking true standards of value either 

by deriding his ideals as phantasms of experience, or by calling on some 

super-intelligible world for ultimate reality. The significant task 
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should be to explain what human nature is that, being recipient to "mere 

experience", it gives evidence thereupon of so enriching that experience 

as to demand a theory of value. The real value of the above suggestions 

may not lie first in their criticism of experimental science; but they 

should indicate to the reader, if he finds them to present real problems, 

some failings of the empiricist method as it is presented in this paper. 
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» gives rise through the indirect passions to moral approval and dis¬ 
approval is, however, not to be taken as meaning that by describing 

all such qualities we could thereby determine which are good, which 
vad, and posit such data as a moral calculus. Moral approval comes 
through sentiment, as a distinct physical sensation which is related 
to the feelings cause by such objects, and hence the terms right and 

wrong, good or evil, are applied to objects or characters for the 
first time through the inner functioning of human nature. 

10. Burton, Hill. Life and Correspondence of David Hume. 2 vols. Edin¬ 

burgh, 1846. Vol I. p. 114. From a letter by Hume to Hutcheson. 

11. Ibid, p. 115. 

12. Hume, Treatise. Bk. Ill, Pt. I, Sec. i. 

13. Hume, Enquiry Concerning Morals. Cf. Green and Grose Edition. This 
is in a note to Sec. I, p. 173. 

14. Hume, Treatise. Bk. Ill, Pt. I, Sec. i. 
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15. Shearer suggests that Hume's respect for Hutcheson and Shaftesbury 
"Is plainly not so much that of allegiance to moral sense philosophers 
as of antagonism to Cudworth and Clarke." Such a statement would scarcely 
bear out the fact that it is in the Enquiry, which Hume desired to be 
taken as his final word, that one finds more of the influence of Hutcheson 

and Butlerj while controversial material is distincly less evident there 

than in the Treatise. The quoted passage is from E.A. Shearer, Hume's 
Place in Ethics. Bryn Mawr, 1915. p. 8. 

16. Burton, Hill, on. cit. p. 149. 

17. Hume, Treatise. Bk. Ill, Pt. Ill, Sec. vi. 

18. Burton, Hill. op. cit. p. 119. 

19. Broad, C. D. op. cit. p. 88. 

20. Treatise. Bk. Ill, Pt. I, Sec. ii. 

# 2. The Artificial Virtues and Utility. 

1. Hume, Treatise. Bk, III, Pt. Ill, Sec. vi. 

2. Ibid. Bk. Ill, Pt. II, Sec. ii. 

5. Hume, Enquiry Concerning Morals. Appendix I. Cf. Selby-Bi^ge edition, 

p. 286. 

4. Ibid. Cf. Selby-Bigge, pp. 295-294. May one note here a turn of 
thought which Kant, reading Hume was bound to approve and which he was 

to develop with such radical emphasis? 

5. Cf. above p. 44. 

6. Hume, Treatise. Bk. Ill, Pt. I, Sec. ii. 

7. Ibid. Bk. Ill, Pt. II, Sec. i. 

8. Ibid. 

9. Cf. below, p. 56 ff. 

10. Hume, Enquiry Concerning Morals. Note to Sect. II, Pt. II. Cf. 
Green and Grose Edition, p. 193. 

U. Ibid. 

12. Ibid. 

13. Hume, Treatise. Bk. Ill, Pt. II, Sec. ii. 

14. It is interesting to note how Butler, also thinking of Hobbes, 

interprets the positions of self-love and benevolence. "The thing 
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to be lamented is, not that men have so great regard to their own good 
or interest in the present world.».but that they have so little to 

the good of others. And this is due, not to self-love, but to grati¬ 
fication of the particular passions." (Cf. Butler, op. cit. Preface, p. 

15. Hume, Treatise. Bk. Ill, Pt. II, Sec. ii. 

16. Ibid. Bk. Ill, Pt. II, Sec. ii. 

17. Ibid. 

18. Ibid. 

19. Ibid. 

20. Ibid. Bk. Ill, Pt. II, Sec. iii. 

21. Ibid. 

22. Ibid. 

23. Ibid. Bk. Ill, Pt. II, Sec. iii, note. 

24. Cf. p. 51-52, this paper. 

25. Hume, Treatise. Bk. Ill, Pt. II, Sec. v. 

26. Ibid. 

27. Ibid. 

28. Ibid. 

29. Ibid. 

50. Ibid. 

31. Ibid. Bk. II, Pt. II, Sec. vii. One might question what Hume could 
mean here by "real and intrinsic value". 

32. Ibid. 

33. Ibid. Bk. Ill, Pt. II, Sec. viii. 

34. Ibid. Bk. Ill, Pt. II, Sec. viii. 

35. Ibid. Bk. Ill, Pt. II, Sec. ix. 

36. Ibid. Even here Hume might be explained as arguing that in the end 
man’s sentiments approve of such a state of affairs. 
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# 5. The Natural Virtues and Moral Approval by Sentiment, 

1. Hume, Treatise. Bk. Ill, Pt. Ill, Sec. i. 

2. Ibid. Bk. Ill, Pt. Ill, Sec. i, Also cf. above p. 56, on theory 
of promissory obligation. 

5. Gf# p. 58 ff. on passions. 

4. Treatise. Bk. Ill, Pt. Ill, Sec. i. This strain of thought in Hume’s 
Treatise was no doubt in Hutcheson’s mind when he wrote: "Some plead 

that our roost generous affections are subordinate to private interest 

by means of sympathy, which makes the pleasures and pains, the happiness 
or misery of others, the constant causes of pleasure or pain to ourselves.. 
But this sympathy can never account for all kind affections, tho’ it is 

no doubt a natural principle and a beautiful part of our constitution.” 

Cf. Hutcheson, System. Bk. I, Ch. Ill, #5. 

5. Hume, Enquiry Concerning Morals. Sec. V. Pt. I. In a letter dated 
Sept. 17, 1759, Hutcheson had criticized Hume's Treatise for wanting 

a "certain warmth in the cause of virtue," and such passages as this 
from the Enquiry, may be evidence of the effect of that criticism. (Cf. 

Hill Burton, pp. 112-115, Vol. I). 

6. Hume, Enquiry Concerning Morals. Sect. V. 

7. Ibid. 

8. Treatise. Bk. Ill, Pt. Ill, Sec. i. 

9. Hume, Enquiry. Sec. V, Pt. II. 

10. It is interesting to note two passages from Butler in this connection. 
"Men are so much one body, that in a peculiar manner they feel for each 
other, shame, sudden danger, resentment, honor, prosperity, distress} one 

or another, or all of these, from the social nature in general, from 
benevolence,upon the occasion of natural relation, acquaintance, protection 
dependence; each of these being distinct cements of society." (Butler, 

on. clt. Sermon I, p. 54). "This indeed is impossible, to do that which 

is good, and not ta approve of it." (Ibid, p. 52). 

11. Hume, Enquiry. Sec. V, Pt. II. 

12. Ibid. Cf. Note, p. 228, Selby-Bigge edition. 

15. Cf. p. 58, this paper. 

14. McGilvary, E.B. on. cit. pp. 280-281. 

15. Hume, Enquiry. Sed. V, Pt. II. 

16. Hun», Treatise. Bk. Ill, Pt. Ill, Sec. i. 
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17. Cheerf illness, greatness of mind, courage, tranquility, benevolence, 
are qualities immediately agreeable to ourselves, and are approved by 
sentiment. "No views of utility or of future beneficial consequences 

enter into this sentiment of approbation; yet it is of a kind similar to 
that other sentiment, which arises from views of a public or private 
utility." (Cf. Enquiry. Sec. VII). Politeness, good manners, wit, 

decency, grace or genteelness, are qualities immediately agreeable to 

others, and "this class of accomplishments...must be trusted entirely 

to the blind, but sure testimony of taie and sentiments; and must be 
considered as a part of ethics, left by nature to baffle all the pride 

of philosophy, and make her sensible of her narrow boundaries and slender 
acquisitions." (Cf. Enquiryr Sec. VIII). 

18. Treatise, Bk. Ill, Pt. Ill, Sec. iii. 

19. Ibid. Bk. Ill, Pt. Ill, Sec. iv. 

V. Conclusion. 

1. Hume, Treatise. Bk. I, Pt, IV, Sec. vii. 

2. In the formulation of this critical treatment I am obliged primarily 
to the following sources: T.H.Green, Prolegomena to Ethics. Oxford, 

1889; James Seth, A Study of Ethical Principles. New York, 1907; 
E.B.McGilvary, Altruism in Hume’s Treatise. The Philosophical Review. 

New York, 1903; C.D.Broad, Five Types of Ethical Theory. New York, 1930. 

3. Burton, Jonh Hill. op. clt. p. 119. 
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